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ABSTRACT
This article examines the changing perspective as well as the changing role of Vietnam in
ASEAN over the period of 2000-2019. Since its accession to ASEAN in 1995, Vietnam has
become more and more active; yet, Vietnam’s expectation on the regional institution and its
functions in reality do not match. By exploring two cases of the Mekong River and the South China
Sea (SCS), this paper finds out that ASEAN’s importance to Vietnam has decreased due to its
ineffectiveness in settling both Mekong River and SCS issues. Despite this fact, Vietnam has still
been proactive in finding solutions to both the Mekong River issue and the SCS one. This paper
concludes that these two issues will keep posing considerable challenges to the unity and integrity
of ASEAN in general and to Vietnam in particular. However, Vietnam will take the role in
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reuniting the institution and make other ASEAN members consider the challenges in the SCS and
Mekong River as mutual concerns.
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CHAPTER 1.
INTRODUCTION
I.

RESEARCH BACKGROUND
Since the official involvement in ASEAN in 1995, Vietnam has gained significant benefits

in both economic development and political reforms (Goodman 1996; Thayer 2000; Dosch 2006;
and Nguyen 2007). There was no doubt on the importance of ASEAN’s membership in fostering
economic growth of the country since the “Doi Moi” 1 reform in 1986, based on intra-regional
investment and by virtue of ASEAN as “a bridge” to other international forums (e.g. APEC, WTO).
Joining ASEAN also supported Vietnam in achieving its new political objectives after the Cold

政 治 大
as well as gaining rapprochement with the United States (Thayer 2000; Dosch 2006). Believing
立
War, which were mediating the China threat, normalizing relations with other nations in the region
that ASEAN was the right choice, Vietnam strongly upheld the “ASEAN way”, by following the
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consensus principle and actively lobbying for other nations’ memberships, such as Cambodia in
1999.

‧

Yet by the early 2000s, the significance of ASEAN in Vietnam’s foreign policy began to

y
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shrink. The country reached the point which required more economic benefits which could only
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io

be achieved by the international organizations such as WTO. More critically, the South China Sea

n

(SCS) disputes among some ASEAN
a members and China presented
v the ineffectiveness of ASEAN,

l

ni

C Yang
as argued by Dosch (2006) and Chen &
h e (2013). Since
i U different nations with their variant
ngch

benefits and attachments to China’s influence would act in diverse ways, the consensus-building
model of ASEAN is barely achievable. In fact, when Cambodia was in charge of the ASEAN
chairmanship in 2012, ASEAN failed to reach an agreement for the first time due to SCS issues.
That is to say, there are obvious changes in the role of ASEAN in Vietnam’s foreign policy
over the time. When the expected values of this regional organization change, Hanoi would
probably not play its cards in the same way. It is also one of the author’s concerns in writing this

Doi Moi refers to the economic reforms initiated in Vietnam in 1986 with the goal of achieving “socialistoriented market economy”.
1
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paper. From the early 2000s till now, whether Hanoi changes its perspective towards ASEAN and
whether it adopts new guidelines in its foreign policy will be matters of further discussion.

II.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
There are various research questioning the participation of Vietnam in ASEAN in 1995

and what Vietnam has gained after this “integration”. It is easy to find the same arguments that a
pass to ASEAN is one of the most powerful achievements of Hanoi’s administration right after the
Cold War. With ASEAN, the door to international community is open to Vietnam, which is
valuable to the country after the collapse of its main ally, Soviet Union, and its isolation with the

政 治 大
According to Le (2013), economic gains and political power are among the two most
立

world during the post-Cold War era.

crucial elements in Vietnam domestic-foreign policy nexus. Therefore, what affects those factors
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would shape the direction of Vietnam’s foreign policy. As Dosch (2006, p. 251) supposed, the
ASEAN’s “open flirtation” with China conflicts with Vietnam’s political orientation of
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multilateralism and balancing. It is believed that Hanoi gets disappointed with ASEAN to some
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extent.
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This paper, therefore, would like to examine the two following questions:

a

n

-

v

l Cof Vietnam towards ASEAN
How is the changing perspective
n i since the early 2000s till now?

U

h

i the early 2000s till now?
g c hsince
How is the changing role of Vietname
inn
ASEAN

To draw a distinction between those two questions, it is necessary to mention the
definitions of “perspective” and “role”. According to Jonassen (1991, p. 10), “humans are
perceivers”. More specifically, they build their own reality via their “unique set of experiences”
and beliefs about the world, and therefore, in different ways (Jonassen 1991, p. 10). In this context,
the perspective of Vietnam on ASEAN indicates the experience and expectations Vietnam
embraces towards this regional community.
On the other hand, the term “role” is extracted from role theory. Despite of multiple
variants of role theory, in general, “role” refers to “characteristic behavior patterns” (Biddle 1986,
p. 67). In other words, it is supposed that each of human beings behaves different yet predictable,
8
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which is caused by their respective social identities and the environment. By saying that, the role
of Vietnam in ASEAN attaches the behavior patterns which are assigned to Vietnam given the
country’s identity and situation.
While the term “perspective” implies a subjective standpoint, the word “role” suggests an
objective angle.
The next sections are literature review and research design. The literature review focuses
on the changes of Vietnamese’ foreign policy since the late 1980s, ASEAN’s value to Vietnam as
well as the role Vietnam plays in this regional organization. Following those crucial points, I will
mention the direction of my thesis under the section of research design. In this part, my
propositions, research method together with theoretical approach will be all introduced.

III.

LITERATURE REVIEW

立
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This section is divided into four parts. The first one discusses Vietnam’s foreign policy and
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its changes of political orientation after the Cold War. Among those changes is the turning-point
decision of joining ASEAN in 1995. For better understanding of Vietnam-ASEAN relations, the
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second part digs into various advantages of ASEAN on the development of Vietnam. The next one
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1. Vietnam’s Foreign Policy
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In the first ten years after the national reunification (1975-1985), Vietnam’s economy
deteriorated so dramatically that the living standards of citizens were tremendously affected (Le,
2013; Nguyen & Tra, 2017). Vu Khoan, the former Deputy Prime Minister of Vietnam, states that
the Consumer Price Index (CPI) at that moment reached to nearly 800%, which added up
considerable hardship to people’ lives (Vu, 2016). In fact, the military conflicts with Cambodia
and China placed enormous strains on Vietnam’s economy in the mid-1980s. Besides, with the
main aids coming from Soviet Union and the centrally-planned economy, Vietnam had little
economic exchange with other nations. Against that backdrop, the Communist Party of Vietnam
(CPV) introduced the economic reforms- Doi Moi policy in 1986.
9
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The reforms mark the turning point in Vietnam’s policy-making logic. During the Cold
War, Vietnam considered communist countries as friends and non-communist nations as enemies.
However, since the Doi Moi reforms, Vietnam changes its perspective towards external relations.
Especially, after the normalization with China in 1991, Vietnam expresses its wish to be “a friend
with all countries” regardless of any political system (in the CPV’s Seventh National Congress)
(Communist Party of Vietnam, 1991, p. 43).
Although being open to the relationship with all other nations, Hanoi starts a new way of
categorizing its ‘friends’ as “partner” (đối tác) and “target” (đối tượng) (Vu, 2016; Thayer, 2017).
Vu (2016) explains that every country has its own national interests to achieve. Should a country
and Vietnam share common interests, it becomes Vietnam’s partner while the one with conflicting
interests turns into target. It is also the source of two fresh terms: “cooperation” (hợp tác) and

政 治 大

“struggle” (đấu tranh) in Vietnam’s foreign policy, which was first mentioned in the CPV’s Eighth
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Party Central Committee issued Resolution 8 in July 2003 (Thayer, 2017). According to Vietnam’s
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former Deputy Prime Minister- Vu Khoan, Vietnam believes that international relations are built
on cooperation and struggle dialectically (Vu, 2016). There is nothing as pure cooperation and

‧

struggle since the partner may turn out to have conflicts and the target, in contrast, might shift to
have similar goals, said Vu (2016). Hence, Hanoi would seek to have numerous cooperating

y
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opportunities yet avoids heavily attachments over “partner”, which could eventually reduce the
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losses should conflicts happen. On the other hand, regarding “target”, Vietnam would settle the

n

disputes by diplomacy and peacefulameans so as not to destroy international
reputation.
iv

l C
n
In line with Vietnam’s new foreign
hpolicy
e n gofc“cooperation
h i U and struggle”, Bui (2015) and

Vu (2017) state that Hanoi has been applied the thoughts of President Ho Chi Minh as “Be
persistent in objectives and flexible in tactics” (Dĩ bất biến ứng vạn biến). According to Vu (2017),
regardless of any changes in international structure, Vietnam considers this as the guiding principle

of its policy-making. In fact, Vietnam always preserves three national interests: (1) safeguarding
the country’s sovereignty, (2) maintaining peaceful and stable environment for economic growth,
and (3) increasing the country’s position internationally (Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Vietnam,
2015). Furthermore, Vu (2016) indicates that focusing on economic growth does not mean
sacrificing the country’s sovereignty. In other words, it is the matter of priority arrangement during
a particular course of time, which links to the flexibility in Vietnam’s foreign policy. Pham Binh
Minh, the current Minister of Foreign Affairs (MOFA) and Deputy Prime Minister of Vietnam, in
10
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his speech on the 70th Anniversary of MOFA, once again affirmed the significance of “Between
Persistence and Flexibility” principle in Hanoi’s policy-making process, especially when the SCS
issues become more complicated (BBC News, 2015).
Other than the application of the thought of President Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam also adopts
“multidirectional foreign policy” (Communist Party of Vietnam, 1991, p. 43). Chapman (2017)
indicates that multidirectionalism is usually adopted by small and medium states when dealing
with an asymmetrical order. In an asymmetrical relationship, the weaker nation is usually at high
risks of being exposed to the stronger one, given the distinction in capabilities of two actors
(Womack, 2016). Under that circumstance, Kuik (2016) contends that multidirectional foreign
policy could help small/medium states to maximize benefits and mitigate risks. Also, Chapman
(2017) argues that multidirectionalism allows small and medium states to executive their hedging

政 治 大

strategy. As advocated by Goh (2006), hedging is a series of flexible strategies which was

立

performed in the middle point so that small/medium states could avoid losses caused by extreme
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polices.

In the case of Vietnam, hedging is described as the most prevailing strategy executed by

‧

Vietnam’s leaders in order to protect national sovereignty, preserve economic development yet not
risk its relationship with the big neighbor China (Thayer, 2011; McDougall, 2012; and Shekhar,

y
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2012). In particular, Thayer (2011) states that Vietnam’s hedging strategy against China is

a
(economic pragmatism and direct engagement).
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cultivated in the middle ground of balancing (soft and hard balancing) and bandwagoning

n

iv
l C
n
In pursuit of multidirectional foreign
h epolicy,
h i U (2017) states that Vietnam applies
n g cChapman

three mechanisms which are strategic partnerships (bilateralism), trade agreements and

multilateralism. In terms of strategic partnerships, they are mutual agreements aiming at
amplifying the bilateral relations, including but not limited to economic cooperation and security
issues (Dang 2012). According to Dang (2012), various offical papers issued by the CPV stress
the importance of bilateral cooperation. As such, since 2001, Hanoi has established and upgraded
the partnerships with more than 20 countries. Among those, there are five ASEAN’s members:
Thailand, Indonesia, Singapore, the Philippines, and Malaysia; together with five big powers:
China, Russia, India, Japan and the United States (Thayer, 2017; Chapman, 2017) (See Appendix
1).
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The second instrument in Vietnam’s multidirectional foreign policy is the utilization of
trade agreements. Of great importance in Vietnam’s national interests is economic growth, and
multidirectional foreign policy could help the country achieve that goal through trade agreements
(Le 2013; Chapman 2017). In addition, Maass (2012) states that Vietnam has learnt its lesson
during the Cold War when 90% of its trade activities was with Soviet bloc, which indicates a heavy
dependence on its ally. In quest of a more autonomous economy, Vietnam has signed various
bilateral and multilateral trade agreements (Sally, 2013) (See Appendix 2).
Apart from strategic partnerships and trade deals, Chapman (2017) points out that the third
mechanism in Vietnam’s multidirectional foreign policy is multilateralism. Dang Dinh Quy, the
current Permanent Representative of Vietnam to the United Nations, supposes that this approach
extends into Vietnam’s access to several multilateral institutions (Dang, 2012). In fact, Vietnam

政 治 大

joined ASEAN in 1995, accessed to APEC in 1998, participated in WTO in 2007, and was further

立

elected as UN Security Council’s non-permanent member for the terms of 2008- 09. Although
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Vietnam has become a part of multiple regional organizations, Thayer (2017) and Nguyen (2019)
both suppose that the centerpiece of Vietnam’s multilateral approach is ASEAN. In essence,

‧

Vietnam, after becoming one of ASEAN’s members, has been actively attended ASEAN Defense
Ministers’ Meeting (ADMM), ADMM-Plus, ASEAN Maritime Forum (AMF), and Expended

y
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AMF; as well as successfully fulfilled its duty of ASEAN’s Chairman in 1998 and 2010.
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Last but not least, Dang (2012) and Vu (2016) opine that the other essential change in

n

a
Hanoi’s foreign policy is the development
of the term “Integration”
i v (Hội nhập). This concept was
l C
n
first mentioned in the CPV’s Eighth PartyhCongress
i U and was later clarified as economic
e n g cinh1996,

integration in the CPV’s Ninth Party Congress in 2001 (Communist Party of Vietnam, 2008, p.
342, p. 483). It is not until the CPV’s Tenth Party Congress in 2006 that the government expanded
the meaning of integration in its policy-making process, which was “proactive integration into the
international economy whilst at the same time expanding international cooperation into other
domains” (Communist Party of Vietnam, 2008, p. 651). As such, Vietnam stresses the diverseness
of its international integration, not only in terms of economy but other areas of politics, security,
society and culture as well.
In short, there are several modifications in Vietnam’s foreign policy since Doi Moi reforms
in 1986. First, from the principle of being unified and comprehensively cooperating with Soviet
Union, Vietnam shifts to have more diverse (đa dạng hóa) and multidirectional relations (đa
12
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phương hóa) (Chapman, 2017; Thayer, 2017). Next, Hanoi changes its role in the world context,
from “ a friend with all countries” to “a trustworthy partner”, and further to “a responsible member”
in the international community (Vu, 2017, p. 3). Last, the political orientation goes from “avoiding
the political isolation with the world”, ”proactively integrating into regional and international
economies” to “proactively and positively integrating into global community” accross
comprehensive fields (Vu, 2017, p. 3).
Assessing the changes in Vietnam’s foreign policy, Pham (2011) and Le (2015) say that
one could not ignore the importance of ASEAN. Not only ASEAN is the first official regional
organization Vietnam has joined after the Cold War, it also marks the turning point in Vietnam’s
foreign policy (Le, 2015). Hence, it is worth discussing the relations between Vietnam and ASEAN
in further detail.

立
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2. The Significance of ASEAN to Vietnam
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Various research has been done regarding Vietnam’s impetus to join ASEAN as well as

as economic cooperation, identity quest and capability building.
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the benefits of ASEAN to Vietnam in the current context. Those advantages could be summarized

sit

First, Dosch (2006) and Le (2015) suppose that ASEAN appears to be a perfect choice for
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Vietnam to achieve its economic growth and avoid being international isolated during the post-

n

a agrees that at the beginning
Cold War era. Similarly, Dang (2012)
i v of Doi Moi reforms, economic

l C
n theme in the CPV’s Politburo
growth is the central goal in Vietnam’s policy.
h e n gIt cwash itheUmain
Resolution 7 of the Nineth Party Central Committee, “Towards a proactive international economic
integration” (Communist Party of Vietnam, 2001).
As a matter of fact, little interaction among Vietnam and ASEAN’s current members
(Indonesia, Singapore, Malaysia, the Philippines, Thailand and Brunei) was made during that time,
because Vietnam- Cambodia border conflict (1978- 1989) attracted ASEAN’s criticism (Frost,

1995). Being a part of ASEAN could help Vietnam to gain wider access to regional markets and
increase its bargaining power (to investors). Empirical findings show that ASEAN’s membership
invites more economic exchange between Vietnam and ASEAN’s members, as well as AsiaPacific partners (e.g. China, Japan) (Singh, 1997; Heng & Gayathri, 2004; and Mirza & Giroud,
2004). Furthermore, joining ASEAN equips Vietnam with lessons and experience of regional
13
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integration, which is believed to pave the way for Vietnam’s latter access to APEC and WTO
(Dosch, 2006; Le, 2015). Based on Ministry of Industry and Trade of Vietnam (2018), the total
import-export turnover between Vietnam and ASEAN increased 7.7 times during the period of
1996- 2017 (from USD 5.91 billion to USD 45.23 billion).
Second, Nguyen (2002) explains that Vietnam becomes ASEAN’s member so as to look
for a new state identity during the post- Cold War era. From friend- enemy dichotomy between
Vietnam and ASEAN (since Vietnam used to consider ASEAN as an anti-communist organization
in the past), Hanoi shifts its perspective into having similar identity with ASEAN. According to
Nguyen (2002), ASEAN is a regional institution aiming at ensuring regional peace, based on
economic interdependence and political stability. Joining ASEAN, therefore, creates a more

政 治 大
foreign policy” (Thayer 2000, p.3). Thus, this new image would bring Vietnam out of the political
立
isolation.

cooperative image of Vietnam, as in line with its fresh political standpoint of “multi-directional
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In the same vein, Acharya (2005), one of the most outstanding constructivists in ASEAN’s

‧

studies, opines that relative peace acquired through the regional organization rests on shared norms
and collective identity. For instance, among those norms of ASEAN are: no interference to other

Nat
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nations’ affairs, no use of forces and conflicts- solving through peaceful manners, as supported by
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Acharya (1997) as well as Le (2015). Grossman & Huynh (2019, para. 2) comment that they are
pretty compatible with the “Three Nos”
a of Vietnam, which are “no military alliances, no aligning

n

iv
l C
n
with one country against another, and no h
foreign military U
e n g c h i bases on Vietnamese soil”. They also
stress that because of multiple shared-norms with ASEAN, Vietnam consistently puts emphasis
on participating in ASEAN since its involvement.
On the other hand, Shoji (2012) believes that Vietnam wants access to ASEAN due to its
national interest of capability building. In the context of the post-Cold War period, Vietnam’s
economy crashed down and there would have been no hope for the country should it had
maintained its centrally-planed economic system (Gainsborough, 1993). Thus, capability
advancement for Vietnam, under this circumstance, was economic reforms. Joining ASEAN helps
Vietnam to attract more foreign direct investment (FDI) and trade within the region, as mentioned
by Thayer (2000), Nguyen & Ezaki (2005), and Le (2015). In the present situation, Le (2017, p.
213) argues that joining several forums of ASEAN (ARF, ASEAN+3, ASEAN, AFTA) together
14
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with China, is actually “a game changer” for Vietnam in building its capability. He further says
that Vietnam, through those regional institutions and agreements, has increased its influence and
position vis-à-vis China.
Although ASEAN brought significant advantages to Vietnam during the first half decade
of membership, Dosch (2006, pp. 247-248) questions that whether the “golden opportunity” has
become “golden cage” for Vietnam’s foreign policy. In his paper, he claims that since the early
2000s, Vietnam no longer needs ASEAN as a bridge to the rest of the world. He continues his
argument as what Vietnam needs at that moment is the access to international market, technology
and finance. More emphasis, therefore, should be placed in bilateral relation with the United States
which in turn could facilitate the process of entering the World Trade Organization (WTO) for

政 治 大
Besides the decreasing economic
立 gains, Chen & Yang (2013) contend that Hanoi becomes

Vietnam.
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skeptical about ASEAN’s capability in solving the SCS issues, given the “ASEAN ways” of
consensus-building and multilateral approach. In other words, norms put forth by ASEAN are

‧

ineffectively applied outside of the region. In the same vein, Jones & Smith (2007) agree that
ASEAN has failed in solving SCS disputes, given the fact that ARF struggles to manage the
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problems, not solves it. Additionally, they emphasize that ASEAN, as the regional organization,
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is the platform for big powers to achieve their interests. In particular, Manicom (2010) reports that
Chinese officials told Washington in
a March 2010 that it would place SCS issues at its core interest.

n

iv
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n
Therefore, Manicom (2010) suggests that it
ineffectiveness of ASEAN in socializing
hindicates
e n g cthe
hi U
China into the regional community.
3. The Role of Vietnam in ASEAN

Regarding the role of Vietnam in ASEAN, Pham Binh Minh, Deputy Prime Ministry,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Vietnam concludes that Vietnam always promotes the image of a
“proactive, positive and responsible participant” (Pham, 2018). He further stresses that Vietnam
has played multiple roles in ASEAN since the membership in 1995 onwards.

15
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First, Le (2015) upholds that Vietnam is a linking factor for ASEAN. In the post-Cold War
era, there was suspicion over the tension among different nations in Southeast Asia region.
Vietnam’s application to ASEAN and ASEAN’s acceptance of Vietnam mark a turning-point for
the unification of this area. Furthermore, after becoming ASEAN’s member, Vietnam actively
lobbies for other countries’ access into this regional organization, such as Laos and Myanmar in
1997, as well as Cambodia in 1999 (Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Vietnam, 2019). Also, Le (2016)
comments that with the rapidly improved economy, Vietnam plays the role of a bridge between
“Tier 1” group (founding members) and the “Tier 2” countries (CML- Cambodia, Myanmar and
Laos).
Second, Vietnam contributes to the growth of ASEAN as an active member in setting and

政 治 大
successfully hosted the 6 ASEAN Summit in Hanoi with the “Hanoi Plan of Action” (HPA).
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Tevini (2018) evaluates that it is the first step in a series of actions to implement the ASEAN
achieving organization’s goals (Le, 2015). During its first chairmanship duty in 1998, Vietnam
th
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Vision 2020, which was introduced in response to the 1997 Asian Financial Crisis. Moreover, for
the achievement of “Initiative for ASEAN Integration” (IAI), Vietnam proactively proposed “Ha
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Noi Declaration on Narrowing Development Gap” in 34th ASEAN Ministerial Meeting and it was
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approved by the rest of members. According to Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Vietnam (2010), by
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adopting this plan, Vietnam expects that developed countries would support the less ones, for
better lives of people across the area. As such, ASEAN could further complete the General plan of
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constructing three primary pillars forl deeper regional integration
n i in 2015.
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Third, Le (2015) mentions that Vietnam commits to a responsible role of building a
cohesive ASEAN community. In particular, this links to Vietnam’s contributions in three main
pillars of the organization: ASEAN Political-Security Community (APSC), ASEAN Economic
Community (AEC) and ASEAN Socio-Cultural Community (ASCC).
In political- security area, Vietnam puts substantial effort into ASEAN Charter, from the
initial idea until the implementation. In essence, ASEAN Charter is of great importance to ASEAN
as the first official legal paper for ASEAN. Before ASEAN Charter, the regional organization had
not had any legal framework for its operation (Le, 2015). Regarding SCS disputes, Vietnam
displays a positive and constructive response of expecting involved parties could respect
international law, such as the 1982 UN Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), the
16
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Declaration on the Conduct of Parties in the East Sea (DOC) in 2002, and the on-going Code of
Conduct in the East Sea (COC). Besides, Le (2015) suggests that Vietnam also promotes several
legal frameworks, such as ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF), Treaty of Amity and Cooperation in
Southeast Asia (TAC), Treaty on the Southeast Asia Nuclear Weapon-Free Zone (SEANFWZ).
As such, Vietnam affirms that it would, together with other members of ASEAN, continue to
ensure a peaceful and stable environment as well as maintain the freedom of navigation in the East
Sea (Le, 2015).
In economic cooperation, Pham (2018) contends that Vietnam contributes to both internal
and external activities of ASEAN. Regarding intra-regional cooperation, Vietnam performs a
positive-proactive image. According to the data from Vietnam’s Government Portal News (VGP
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Blueprint, only after Singapore. Furthermore, in line with commitments to ASEAN Trade in Goods
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Agreement (ATIGA), Vietnam has achieved zero-percent duty rate of 98% in 2018 (VGP News,
News) (2019), Vietnam ranks no. 2 with the rate of 95,5% in completing overall objectives of AEC
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2019). It is the highest number Vietnam has achieved so far, among other 9 FTAs between Vietnam
and its partners. In terms of extra-regional exchange, Vietnam helps to boost the cooperation
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between ASEAN and important partners, such as the 5 FTAs: ASEAN- China, ASEAN- South
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Korea, ASEAN- Japan, ASEAN- India, ASEAN- Australia and ASEAN- New Zealand. What is
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more, Phan (2018) mentions that Vietnam successfully hosted the World Economic Forum on
ASEAN (WEF ASEAN) in 2018, which once again affirms the proactive and responsible role of
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Vietnam in building an integrated economy
for ASEAN, asnwell
position in the world.
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In culture exchange, Le (2015) argues that Vietnam is one of the most proactive members
in promoting the third pillar of ASEAN: the ASEAN Socio-Cultural Community (ASCC). In
essence, as the ASEAN Chair in 2010, Vietnam plays a coordinating role in hosting several events
and meetings to facilitate the progress of ASCC, among other areas. As Vu (2013) mentions, the
year 2010 is a crucial time for Vietnam to prove its constructive support to ASCC, since it is the
first year the ASCC Blueprint comes into effect. Also, during the one-year period of chairman of
the ASCC, Vietnam successfully hosted two meetings of ASCC Council in 2013. Nguyen (2016)
concludes that Vietnam not only contributes to the evaluation of ASCC Blueprint after one year
of implementation but helps to set further valuable direction as well.
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4. Summary and the Significance of This Thesis
To sum up, the current literature has explained the changes in Vietnam’s foreign policy
since the end of the Cold War, in pursuit of a peaceful environment for economic development as
well as protecting its sovereignty against China threat. Among those mechanisms applied by Hanoi,
ASEAN (under multilateralism approach) appears to be of great significance. As such, a large
number of papers focus on the Vietnam’s perspective towards ASEAN, as well as evaluate
Vietnam’s role in ASEAN.
Even though numerous papers discuss the benefits that ASEAN brings to Vietnam, it is
still not clear how much crucial ASEAN is in Vietnam’s current foreign policy, especially
comparing with other mechanisms. Furthermore, the question whether there is any consistency

政 治 大
ignored. This thesis, therefore, aims立
to bridge those gaps. The author would study whether there is
between the shifts in perspective and the changes in role of Vietnam in ASEAN seems to be
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a conflict between the changes in perspective and role of Vietnam in ASEAN, as well as the
explanation from Constructivists’ viewpoints. Also, given the growing complexity of regional
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context (rising China, SCS disputes, Mekong River etc.) and the increasing position of ASEAN in
the world, it is worth discussing how Hanoi shifts its perspective and role in ASEAN.
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Under this section, I would point out three major elements. My two propositions are
indicated first to provide a better understanding of research design. After that, a brief description
of research method follows. Finally, theorical approach lays a ground for further analysis of my
thesis.

1. Research Propositions
Since research questions affect research design, it is useful to re-mention the research
questions here.
•

Question 1: How is the changing perspective of Vietnam towards ASEAN since the
early 2000s till 2019?
18
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•

Question 2: How is the changing role of Vietnam in ASEAN since the early 2000s till
2019?

Based on those questions I would provide my assumptions over possible findings, which
guide the way I conduct my research in future.
* Proposition 1: From the 2000s, the significance of ASEAN to Vietnam seems to be
diminishing.
The benefits Vietnam gains through ASEAN seems to be shrinking over the course of time,
which explains the lessening importance of ASEAN to Vietnam. However, the given time period
(as the early 2000s) possibly invites criticism, since it is controversial to agree on an exact time.

政 治 大
In order to evaluate whether there is a decrease in ASEAN’s value to Vietnam, I would
立

As such, it is also the milestone I need to dig in further.

take the South China Sea disputes into consideration to further evaluate the value of ASEAN to
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Vietnam. For instance, regarding domestic resentment towards China’s aggressive acts in SCS,
studying the question whether Vietnamese people either believe ASEAN is capable of improving
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the situation could clarify my first proposition. Also, the way ASEAN addresses Mekong river
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* Proposition 2: Vietnam has taken an increasingly active role in ASEAN since the early
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From 2000 onwards, it is believed e
that
c h i has become a more and more active
member in ASEAN. The case study of SCS issues is helpful here. So as to justify the active role
of Vietnam in ASEAN, I would assess the reaction of Vietnam towards China’s violations through
ASEAN in comparison with other involved members (the Philippines, Malaysia, Indonesia and
Brunei). Moreover, concerns over Mekong river would be discussed to evaluate the role of
Vietnam in ASEAN, given its distinctive situation and expected value comparing to SCS disputes.
By following those above propositions, it is questionable that there is a conflict between
those two directions (decrease of ASEAN’s significance to Vietnam but activeness in role of
Vietnam in ASEAN). It seems paradoxical at first yet it could be explained by constructivists’
arguments. I would discuss it in the part of Theorical approach.
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2. Research Method
This research falls into descriptive category. I would use qualitative discourse analysis and
case studies as the research method. Since discourse analysis considering all texts, regardless of
written or oral forms, as data is believed to be justified for my research questions. Also, case studies
are of great support since they show sufficient and convincing evidence to assess my propositions
(as mentioned above).
More specifically, regarding discourse analysis, I would study the speeches of Vietnamese
leaders, national defense papers, books/ articles from experts and professionals, conversations/
talks’ memos from former officials, critical national/international conferences/ meetings’ minutes,
news from mainstream newspapers, etc. Due to the Vietnamese political system (communism),
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homogeneity characteristics exist in governmental sources, mainstream media as well as local
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public opinion. Therefore, it is stated that my thesis focuses on official viewpoint of Vietnam.
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Regarding case studies, I would consider two cases. The first one concerns the Mekong
River. Given different benefits, involved ASEAN countries hold various attitudes and perform
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diverse levels of involvement in the regional community when it comes to Mekong cooperation.
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Examining the part of Vietnam under this case would help to understand its standpoints and values
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The second one, and probably the most crucial one, is about South China Sea disputes.
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a l both shifting perspective iand
v role of Vietnam in ASEAN,
From this case study, I could analyze
C
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based on Vietnam’s reactions and actions.hLast
i U from comparing these two cases, I
e nbut noth least,

gc

could draw some conclusions regarding the changing importance of ASEAN to Vietnam as well
as the significance of Vietnam in this regional association.
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CHAPTER 2.
THE CHANGING PERSPECTIVE OF VIETNAM ON ASEAN
This chapter will study the Vietnam-ASEAN relations in detail. In order to assess the
Vietnam’s perception on ASEAN, two cases of the Mekong River and the South China Sea
disputes will be taken into consideration. More specifically, Hanoi’s changing perspective will be
analyzed and compared through the way ASEAN deals with these two matters.

I.

The case of the Mekong River

Background

政 治 大
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Being the longest river in the Southeast Asia (SEA) with the length of 4,350 km, Mekong
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River holds a crucial position in this area (MRC, 2020). The river originates from the Qinghai
province of China. After that, it flows through five SEA countries Myanmar, Laos, Thailand,
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Cambodia, and Vietnam. Finally, it drains into the South China Sea south of Ho Chi Minh City,
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Vietnam. Each place names the river in their own languages. It is known as Lancang Jiang
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(Turbulent River) in China; Mae Nam Khong (Mother Kong River) in Thailand, Myanmar and
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Laos; Tonle Sap River (Great Waters) in Cambodia and Sông Cửu Long (Nine Dragons River) in

n

i v Basin and the Lower Mekong
Vietnam. The river can be divided into
l two parts: the Upper Mekong

Un
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Basin. In Lower Mekong Basin, the parthofethe
from Phnom Penh, Cambodia to
n griver
c hflowing

Vietnam is called Mekong Delta in which it develops into a complex of delta system before
entering the South China Sea.
According to Cosslett T. and Cosslett P. (2018), Mekong Delta is the source of food
security for basin’s habitants. It is considered as the “rice bowl” for southern Vietnamese with
extensive rice production. The floods bring with them deposition of sediments to enrich the lands,
alter the soil nutrient loss caused by natural erosion, which contributes to the development of
agriculture in the Mekong Delta. Also, the flow of river provides a huge amount of fish and spawn.
However, those benefits are limited by the water amount in dry seasons. Especially, it is closely
linked to the development of hydropower dams on the mainstream river (Johnson K. & Wongchaum, 2020) (See Figure 1). On one hand, Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
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(2011) argues that dams could serve as reservoir re-distributing water flow that saved from wet
seasons. On the other hand, it is contended that building dams establishes barriers to fish migration
and therefore leads to the loss of fish populations (Pittock, 2019).

Figure 1
Mekong mainstream dams
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Note. From Amid hydropower boom, Laos streams ahead on latest Mekong dam, by Johnson
& Wongcha-um, 2020 (https://www.reuters.com/article/us-mekong-river-dam/amidhydropower-boom-laos-streams-ahead-on-latest-mekong-dam-idUSKBN2010B8). In the
public domain.
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China is the earliest country to start dam-building activities on the Mekong River. Back in
1990s when China built its first dams on upstream Mekong river, many predicted that it would use
the dams to hold back water from flowing to downstream countries, says Eyler & Weatherby
(2020). Similarly, former Chairman of Vietnam Chamber of Commerce and Industry- Pham Chi
Lan supposes that China has used its dams on the upper Mekong River as political tools to
dominate downstream nations, including Vietnam (Viet & Minh, 2019). Until now, China has
finished and operated 11 mega dams. According to Beech (2019), the water level of Mekong River
has completely replied on the water China released from its dams. Moreover, a study from Eyes
on Earth published in April 2020 shows that during the period of 1992-2019, China intended to
keep water several times more than the amount they released over the past 30 years (Eyler &
Weatherby, 2020). As a result, downstream countries have observed an increase in droughts;
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especially Cambodia, Thailand and Vietnam are suffering from the most serious drought ever. The
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study further suggests that out of ten most critical droughts of the lower Mekong River, eight have
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happened since China began its first dam’s construction.

In addition to dams built in upper Mekong basin by China, downstream nations also
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participate in constructing dams. According to International Rivers (2013), in the middle of 2000s,
there is a plan of 11 huge mainstream hydropower projects in Lower Mekong Basin, among those
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are nine in Laos and the other two in Cambodia. The investors for those projects are Chinese, Thai,
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Malaysia and Vietnamese companies. Furthermore, there are also 120 tributary dams to be
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constructed by 2040. Among thoseaMekong downstream countries,
i v Laos accounts for the highest

l C
n
number of dams projects that are plannedhtoebe built in its
region. Until now, Laos has proposed
ngchi U
the sixth dam Sanakham. The other five projects constructed in the Mekong mainstream are

Xayaburi, Don Sahong, Pak Beng, Pak Lay and Luang Prabang (Xayaburi and Don Sahong have
been operated since November 2019 and January 2020 respectively). It is explained that Laos
harbours the dream of becoming “battery of Asia” (Ferrie, 2010, para. 2; Kang, 2018, para. 1).
Especially, among public constructors and operators of dams in Laos, around half of them are
linked to Chinese companies. Simply put, China has massively funded those projects of Laos.
As a further note, the re-distribution of water among seasons depends much on the
countries with hydropower dams. In other words, the countries in lower parts of river would not
be beneficial if the upper basin nations release little water, or decide not to do so. Water scarcity
amid dry season threatens food security in terms of fish species and rice production. Farmers do
23
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not have enough water to irrigate, as well as degraded soils are challenging for rice growth.
Although one could argue that water shortage and the irregular shifts among seasons are due to
climate change, it could not be denied the building of upstream dams of Laos and China is
considered “as an accomplice” (The New Lens, 2020, para. 10). It also raises a big concern over
regional ecology and economy, plus basin residents’ lives. In Vietnam, where 20 percent of 96
million people live in the Mekong Delta, the negative impacts of hydropower dams seem obvious
(Giao duc, 2018).
In particular, the Mekong Delta accounts for more than half of rice and fruit production of
Vietnam. If all the proposed dams are completed in the Lower Mekong Basin, the loss of sediment
for the downstream countries could be up to 94% (Victor, 2018). By saying that, the nutrients
needed to nurture soils for farming and the fish amounts for fishing would significantly decrease.

政 治 大

As a consequences of building 11 large dams on lower Mekong mainstream, by 2030, the loss of
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fish amount would fail into 550.000- 880.000 tons, which is 26% to 42% decrease compared to
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2000, as reported by International Centre for Environmental Management (ICEM) (Orr et al.,
2019). Not only food security (rice and fruit volume, fishery production, etc.) is threatened, the
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environmental degration also comes into reality. Without the flow of water bringing the deposition
of sediments to downstream basin, Vietnam has seen riverside erosion increasing, which causes
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house collapse and puts citizens into emergency state (The New Lens, 2020).
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In pursuit of solving Mekong River issues, riparian countries create multiple cooperative
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a as well as with externali vplayers. Under ASEAN-based
frameworks within ASEAN members
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platforms, the paper will mention ASEANhMekong
Development Cooperation (AMBDC)
e n g cBasin
hi U
and Mekong River Commission (MRC). In terms of non-ASEAN organizations, there are four
institutes to be discussed Lancang- Mekong Cooperation (LMC), Greater Mekong Subregion
(GMS), Lower Mekong Initiative (LMI) and Mekong-Japan Summit (MJS) (See Table 1). Despite
those attempts from riverine nations, no platform has proved to be successful in managing the
cooperation among related parties for sustainable development of the Mekong River. The
justifications of those failures can be attributed to five factors: (1) little interests from member
countries, (2) membership issues, (3) improper objectives of the organizations, (4) a lack of
restraint-mechanisms and (5) asymmetric influences distributed among member countries.
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Table 1
Some important Mekong River cooperation frameworks
ASEAN-based platforms
AMBDC

Non-ASEAN platforms
LMC

GMS

LMI

MJS

10 ASEAN members

Vietnam

Vietnam

Vietnam

Vietnam

Vietnam

China

Laos

Laos

Laos

Laos

Laos

Cambodia

Cambodia

Cambodia

Cambodia

Cambodia

Thailand

Thailand

Thailand
政 治 大
Myanmar
Myanmar

Thailand

Thailand

Myanmar

Myanmar

China

US

Japan

China
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MRC

Little enthusiasm from member countries contributes to unsuccessful operation of the
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platforms. Take AMBDC for example, it was found in 1996 with 10 ASEAN members and China
in order to foster better regional economic and social cooperation. Over the period of more than
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two decades, this institute had made little progress in its projects (Ho & Pitakdumrongkit, 2019).
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twenty years ago. Since AMBDC also includes
non-Mekong
c h i River nations, it is challenging to
achieve the same level of concerns on the river’s development within the organization. By saying
that, it is unlikely for them to invest their times into the Mekong River case.
The second factor affecting the effectiveness of those institutes is incomplete memberships,
especially the lack of one important player- China. In particular, MRC was established in 1995
with four Mekong downstream nations: Thailand, Laos, Cambodia and Vietnam. This institution
aims at sustainable management of water resources as well as ecological balance of the river by
facilitating dialogue among its members, says MRC (2020). According to Goichot- a World Wide
Fund Greater Mekong Program’s expert, the most obvious problem of MRC lies at its membership:
only four out of six Mekong riparian countries join as official members (Wong, 2018). With China
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only agrees to be a dialogue partner of MRC, the institution fails to have any effects on China’s
water management as well as dams building projects (Hensengerth, 2009).
Having incomplete objectives also obstructs the effective operation of the organizations.
AMBDC focuses on economic growth as well as social development in pursuit of better integration
at Lower Mekong Basin, yet sustainable water use and water security of Mekong River are not
taken into much consideration. In the same vein, GMS’s objectives exclude sustainable
development of water resources in Mekong River, as mentioned by Cosslett T. & Cosslett P. (2018).
Another justification for the decreasing importance of Mekong multilateral platforms is
their shortage of restraint mechanism. Although MRC concerns over the sustainability of Mekong
River system and ecology environment, the organization does not have sufficient power to stop its
members from building hydropower dams on the mainstream flow. The case of building Xayaburi
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dam in Laos is an instance. Without completing the Procedure of Notification, Prior Consultation
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and Agreement (PNPCA)- a mandatory process for all mainstream projects for all MRC members,
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and ignoring the objections from Vietnam and Cambodia, Laos decided to complete the Xayaburi
dam at all costs, reports Choonhavan (2014). As such, MRC has shown its incapability of
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consulting and intervening when one member unilaterally proceeds with dam construction.
The last but never the least reason behind the incapability of Mekong River-related
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frameworks in dealing with the issues is the asymmetric influences distributed among member
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countries. Simply put, the nation with highest power decides the operational direction of the
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a LMC is a more complete
organizations. With six official members,
i v platform than MRC (with four
l C
n
countries). This mechanism was initiated h
ine2014 by China,
n g c h i Uand later was officially launched in

2016 (LMC, 2017). Although the strategic value of LMC is a full attendance of all riverine
countries, it was far from a fair platform for all members (Son, 2017). LMC, indeed, is a Beijingled institution, comment Cosslett T. & Cosslett P. (2018). Particularly, Cosslett T. & Cosslett P.
(2018) point out that under LMC, hydropower construction in China was never brought into
discussion. China, as the leader of LMC, has kept a silent attitude toward the building and
operation of its dams on Mekong mainstream flow, which causes significant criticisms from
various NGOs and environmental organizations. As a result, LMC are incapable of improving the
Mekong River situations given the fact that it is mainly represented intentions and plans of China.
It is a similar concern of the LMI and MJS with major influences from US and Japan
respectively. LMI started in 2009 by the US and other five Mekong riverine countries. Its goals
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are to enhance the regional economic growth of five partner countries as well as address
transborder political challenges (LMI, 2020). According to Cosslett T. & Cosslett P. (2018), LMI
significantly depends on US’s interest in the Lower Mekong Basin, and therefore, does not
guarantee a sustainable operation when the foreign policy of US in Southeast Asia changes.
Likewise, Popovic (2019) notices that since Trump administration, US investment into ASEAN
has been cut considerably. He further worries that it is difficult to predict whether in future US
will continue to invest into LMI comparing to the time of Obama’s presidency. In regard to MJS,
it was first held in 2009 with the participation of all five Mekong riparian nations and Japan as the
host. One question over the operation of MJS is whether Japan would recalculate its investments
in the Mekong region in future, say Cosslett T. & Cosslett P. (2018).
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Vietnam’s increasing concerns over the Mekong River challenges
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Vietnam has become more and more concerned about the issues of Mekong River. An
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obvious explanation is that Vietnam is a downstream country that “feels vulnerable to dambuilding activities” of upstream nations which were extended along the time (Hensengerth, 2008,
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p.101). Not only dams affect the fish stocks, the shifts between dry-wet seasons but they also have
influences on the sediments and water amount that are beneficial for farming. The severe drought
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in 2016 proved that fear of Vietnam. During the dry season of that year, Vietnam experienced the
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worst drought ever in its history. The water scarcity plus the saltwater intrusion is too serious that
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a water to drink, not to mention
more than 600,000 people do not have
i v water shortage for irrigation.
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As a result, the drought placed a great pressure
rice
production of Vietnam where farmers
h e nongthe
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were reported to lost 800,000 tons of rice which was equivalent to $237 million US dollars (Huu,
2020). Experts have criticized the El Nino phenomenon and Chinese dams for damaging the
Mekong Delta.
Furthermore, it is not until the Xayaburi dam project of Laos in 2012 that Vietnam officially
vocal about the Mekong River problem “at regional fora or even in bilateral settings” (To & Le,
2019, p. 403). As the first mainstream dam project of a downstream nation, the construction of
Xayaburi undoubtedly brought fears in terms of its negative effects on the environment and
economic loss to the Mekong Delta communities, among them are Vietnamese farmers. Together
with the time, when the ambitions of building hydropower dams from other countries increase,
Hanoi have turned to be increasingly aware of the situation and therefore, publicized its concerns.
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Taking more consideration of the Mekong River issues means that Hanoi puts more efforts
into finding the solutions. Among the possible ways to settle Mekong problems, however,
ASEAN-led platforms are losing its significance to Vietnam. According to Giao Duc News (2018),
Vietnam regconizes ASEAN’s efforts in tackling the Mekong River issues, yet also perceives that
those attempts are not sufficient: “Although ASEAN did make some efforts to uphold water
security in the Mekong subregion, those solutions have not solved the challenges in reality” (para.
2). The reasons of Vietnam’s disappointment are the discrepancy between Hanoi’s expectations
on the functions of ASEAN platforms and the operation of those frameworks in reality, as well as
its own assessments of dam-building projects.
Vietnam’s expectations for ASEAN
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Vietnam considers ASEAN as an important platform in its foreign policy, especially when
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ASEAN offers the AMBDC in pursuit of solving Mekong-related issues. Compared to other
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cooperative frameworks in Mekong River concerns, AMBDC provides VN with the access to a
full attendance of all riparian countries as well as China. The full involvement of Mekong riverside
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nations is considered enormously essential, especially when the issues of dam construction affect
all the concerned parties. One may argue that consideration should be given to dams in the lower
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basin since they have huge potential of hydropower. Yet Chinese dams possess great threats to
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downstream countries given their negative effect on fish stocks, farming and degradation of
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a parties in one place, AMBDC
environment. As such, having all related
brings hope to Hanoi in
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U n AMBDC’s objectives, economic
order to settle the Mekong River challenges.
h e nAsginc line
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development through regional connectivity and improved infrastructure is one of the major
national interests of Vietnam.
Apart from AMBDC, MRC is listed here as an ASEAN-based platform due to its
memberships of four ASEAN countries. Vietnam also places a high expectation over the function
of the MRC. It is the only platform among multilateral attempts that is “a treaty-based
intergovernmental cooperation”, with the 1995 Mekong Agreement signed in Thailand
(Hensengerth, 2009, p. 338; To & Le, 2019, p. 396). One remarkable point is that the MRC
emphasizes on the sustainable management of water resources and ecological balance where dam
construction is examined in a critical light. As the lowest-lying nation in the Mekong flow,
Vietnam has an urgent intention of preventing other countries from building more mainstream
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dams which surely creates negative impacts on the nation. By saying so, Hanoi expects that the
MRC could affect the construction of dams from other members.
ASEAN’s work in reality
However, the reality proved the opposite way. Despite the full membership of Mekong
riparian countries, AMBDC showed little improvements in fostering the economic integration
among its members. When compared to LMC in terms of “tangible progress” over the past two
decades, it is reported that AMBDC has made little achievement. One possible explanation is the
absence of “concrete and sustained” concerns by other non-riparian nations towards Mekong River
issues (Ho & Pitakdumrongkit, 2019, paras. 7- 8).
In terms of dams buildings in the lower river basin, despite Vietnam’s active involvement
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in the MRC, the institute was incapable of preventing the dam projects of its members. Back to
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2010, both Vietnamese and Cambodian government, through MRC, called for a halt in building
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Xayaburi dam of Laos. Especially, Hanoi suggested that all the hydropower plans in upper stream
river, including Xayaburi dam, should be delayed for at least 10 years while further studies could
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be conducted (Fawthrop, 2011). In spite of those attempts, the construction of Xayaburi dam still
happened. CEO of MRC, Pham Tuan Phan explains that the organization has responsibility of
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He further stresses that the organization itself do not have sufficient power to prevent dams projects
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Chinese dams are criticized as the main reason for environmental degradations in downstream
nations.

Vietnam’s own calculations
One might question the perspective of Vietnam towards dam construction on the Mekong
River, since it simultaneously opposes the dams projects of Laos and China, and also shows
interests in investment of dam building activities. I argue that, economic gain is the true purpose
of Vietnam when it comes to constructing dams. On one hand, as being a downstream country,
Vietnam realizes the financial costs it has to bear when dam projects are completed in the upper
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river basin. Loss of fish, reduction of sediments and improper shifts between dry-wet season affect
Vietnam’s rice production and other farming activities. Water scarcity as well as salinization costs
Vietnam money to improve the local conditions. By saying that, Vietnam undoubtedly attempts to
call for a halt in construction of dams in other nations. When Vientiane announced its plan of the
sixth dams Dattang Sanakham on Mekong mainstream in mid- 2020, Hanoi expressed its concern
over effects of hydropower projects and emphasized that more consideration should be made to
avoid negative influences on downstream nations, says Le Thi Thu Hang- Vietnam’s Ministry of
Foreign Affairs Spokesperson (Phuong, 2020). Similarly, facing the operation of Jinghong damone of the six mega dams in Yunnan province of China at the beginning of 2020, Vietnam’s MOFA
stressed the importance of sustainable use of Mekong water as well as responsibilities of riparian
countries for better regional cooperation and development (Nguyen H., 2020).
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On the other hand, Vietnam has a high demand of energy to boost its economy. Dams is a
立
considerable source for hydropower. Therefore, in April 2018, Hanoi signed a Memorandum of
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Understanding (MOU) with Vientiane on developing hydropower projects in Laos, as reported by
Vietnam Energy News (2018). By signing this MOU, Hanoi could purchase more electricity
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produced by Laos. What is more, Petrovietnam, a state-owned oil company, has invested in the
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construction of Luang Prabang dam in Laos since 2007 (Fawthrop, 2019). Another noteworthy
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event is that Vietnam completed its Yali Falls dam on the Sesan River, a primary tributary of
the Mekong River, in 2000. It should be noted that Vietnam, in this situation, has geographic
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the consequences caused by Yali dam to local
especially Cambodian villagers,

Vietnamese government has already built 13 dams on the Sesan and Srepok rivers (Sithirith, 2016,
p.64). Obviously enough, Vietnam counts on the economic factors to decide whether it should

support the dam construction.
When Vietnam’s disagreement with the dam projects of Laos and China did not result in
positive outcomes, given the ineffectiveness of ASEAN-based platforms, the country has to find
its own way in handling consequences. Also, when Beijing promises its releasing water plan to
save downstream nations during droughts, Vietnam worries there is little advantage it could gain
from that. All the fish, deposition of sediments together with the water would flow through other
countries’ thirsty areas (Myanmar, Thai, Laos and Cambodia) before any Vietnamese farmers
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could be beneficial from that (Thanh Nien News, 2016b). As a result, the country focuses on how
to deal with the water scarcity by local management and internal plans. The residents surrounding
the Nine Dragons River have been advised to save water and use it more effectively. In Vietnam’s
defense, it would be more effective and realistic. Since the dam projects of other Mekong countries
still grow and there is little Vietnam could do to prevent them, carefully-planned management of
water resources becomes the last resort.
Given all those shortcomings of ASEAN-led platforms which are far different from
Hanoi’s expectations as well as the country’s own calculations of hydropower dams, it is
understandable that the role of ASEAN in the Mekong River issues to Vietnam has been shrinking.
Whether the significance of ASEAN to Vietnam also follows suit in the case of the SCS disputes
will be justified in the following part.
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The case of the South China Sea disputes
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The SCS is a marginal sea which is part of the western Pacific Ocean. Its geographic area
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covers from the Karimata and Malacca Straits to the Strait of Taiwan. The entire South China Sea
is about 1,400,000 square miles. Although this area includes various islands and other features, it
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could be categorized into (1) three archipelagos,
(2) Macclesfield
n iBank and (3) Scarborough Shoal.
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h Islands as well as the Pratas Islands,
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Those three archipelagos are the Spratly Islands,
thecParacel

which are listed in descending order by their sizes (Lafond, 2020). In terms of names, various
countries have different ways to address it. It is named “South Sea” (南海) in China while
Vietnamese people mention it as “East Sea” (Biển Đông). In Philippines, Malaysia and Indonesia,
it was called the “South China Sea”. Multiple Philippine government agencies called it by the
name “West Philippine Sea” after the escalation of the 2011 Spratly Islands issue.
This body of water provides several benefits. First of all, it is a crucial shipping passage
that worth $5.3 trillion of trade passing through its area annually. According to Saiidi (2018), it is
almost one-third of total yearly worldwide maritime trade. It is due to its special geographic
location which is at the intersections of Northeast, South and Southeast Asia. Storey (2014)
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contends that SCS provides the shortest route from Pacific to Indian Oceans, which implies that
anything affects the flow of goods carried through this area would threaten the global economy.
As stated by Saiidi (2018), the second advantage of the SCS lies in its resources of oil and natural
gas. It is reported by the U.S that its reserves could be 11 billion barrels of oil plus 190 trillion
cubic feet of natural gas. Because of those benefits, several countries have been involved with
claiming their sovereignty over this area. One of the most controversial maps is China’s “NineDash Line”. Other claimants with overlapping areas are Vietnam, the Philippines, Malaysia,
Brunei, Indonesia and Taiwan (Freeman, 2017).
According to Storey (2014), the South China Sea disputes concern not only economic gains
and natural resources, it is also considered as a competition for power and influence in the region
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does not have a position of claimant country. With the identity of a global power, it has particular
立
interests in the South China Sea which are related to maritime trade routes as well as its presence
of Asia Pacific. More specifically, the United States has got involved in the issue even though it
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and influence in the area. Beside the US, other parties such as Japan, India and ASEAN also show
their concerns regarding the disputes since no party expects the sole occupation of China in this
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area.
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disputes among high priority concerns of ASEAN. The organization has first involved in the
conflicts in July 1992 when Chinaaand Vietnam started their water exploration (Storey, 2014).
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Declaration) to urge self-restraint of
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involved parties. The second statement, two years later, called for the cooperation of involved
countries to avoid any actions that could threaten regional instability (Kipgen, 2018). The event of
Chinese occupation of the Mischief Reef which was also claimed by the Philippines pushes the
Philippines to lobby ASEAN for a Code of Conduct (CoC). Although ASEAN finally completed
the CoC’s draft after five years of discussion, the process of negotiating for a legal CoC between
ASEAN and China is still under the way (Kipgen, 2018; Hoang, 2019). Another prominent process
of ASEAN’s management over the SCS disputes is the issuing of the Declaration on the Conduct
of Parties in the South China Sea (DoC) in 2002, which was signed by ASEAN and China (Kipgen,
2018). However, instead of being a treaty, the DoC is a non-binding document that calls for
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restraint over occupation of uninhabited islands as well as cooperative plans among concerned
countries to build trust and regional peace.
One of the weaknesses of ASEAN is that it does not have any mandate to solve the SCS
conflicts (Storey, 2014; Chong, 2017). ASEAN, instead, has adopted a neutral stand between its
five claimant members and China with the focus of conflict management. It has engaged in the
disputes nearly three decades in order to build trust and cooperation among claimants, prevent
escalation as well as maintain regional security. Yet due to China’s uncooperative actions,
ASEAN’s management has yielded unsatisfying results, says Storey (2014). Further explanation
for the incapability of ASEAN to solve the SCS disputes was the consensus principle of this
regional organization (Han, 2017). In essence, Kipgen (2018) justifies that not all ASEAN
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an agreement on how to deal with China’s claim through consensus. Apart from that, the
立
differences in China’s perspective and the SCS claimant nations made up for the struggles of
members shared similar interests in the troubled SCS waters, therefore, it was challenging to reach
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ASEAN in proceeding with the CoC. While Vietnam and Philippines argued for a legally binding
document, China and Malaysia upheld a less legalistic approach, as mentioned by Storey (2014).
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As having the most expansive claims in the SCS disputes, China was well-known with its
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declared its sovereignty over the disputed waters based on historical records of ancient Xia and
Han dynasty (Hayton, 2018). Yeta China’s claim was challenged by overlapping waters of
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Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) by otherh
claimants including
e n g c h i U the Philippines and Vietnam. More
noticeably, when the Permanent Court of Arbitration (PCA) denied the legality of China’s “NineDash Line” in 2016 (since the Philippines filed a case on the SCS conflicts in 2012), China refused
to accept this conclusion, reports Kipgen (2018). Justifying its reasons, Beijing affirmed its
approach to settle the SCS issues was direct bilateral relations with involved parties. In other words,
Beijing did not recognize interventions by any multilateral frameworks, neither UNCLOS 1982
nor PCA. Hoang (2019) views China’s engagement with ASEAN- a multilateral framework in
relation to the SCS concerns- as a reluctant option, since other four claimant nations all belong to
that organization. Also, China signed DoC with ASEAN for DoC is not a legal-based agreement
which allows space for China’s maritime activities with little interruption. In contrast, a more
detailed and legally binding CoC would hinder China from its activities in the SCS waters. As a
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result, on one hand, China agreed to carry out the negotiation at a slow pace; on the other hand,
intensified its naval capability and made submarines procurement to extend its presence in the
disputed sea. What is more, Beijing actually leveraged ASEAN to place more pressure on members
that are pro-China or receive huge investment from China (e.g Cambodia) to obstruct any possible
agreement against China’s maritime acts, says Han (2017). The purpose of China was coming back
to bilateral negotiation with concerned parties in the water disputes.
Vietnam’s consistent attitude and expectations for ASEAN
Among claimant countries, Vietnam has shown a firm attitude on the SCS conflicts.
According to Le Hai Binh- The respresentative of Vietnam’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA)
(Quoc te News, 2016), Vietnam has an undeniable sovereignty over the Spratly and Paracel Islands.
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public claims have been echoed multiple
立 times in most of the articles regarding the SCS disputes

The country affirms to have sufficient historical proofs and legal basis to support its claims. Those
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on Quoc te News- an official media of the MOFA of Vietnam. Shoji (2012) comments that “Like
China, Vietnam has never shown any intention to compromise on these claims” (p. 9).
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With a consistently clear perspective of its sovereignty in some parts of the SCS, Vietnam
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highly evaluated the significance of ASEAN in tackling the SCS conflicts based on the collective
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power of the regional institute. As a smaller country, Hanoi found it challenging to negotiate with
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a l went to each of claimanti vnations when it came to bilateral
Beijing at a fair level. The same situation
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talks with China. Yet if the 10-country bloc
i Uvoice in relation to the SCS issues,
n g cahsame
Hanoi believed ASEAN would achieve better negotiations with China without the fears of being

overwhelming by China’s power. It also explained why China kept pushing on bilateral approach
with involved parties instead of multilateral platforms such as ASEAN, since a 10-nation bloc
caused Beijing more difficulties than each country alone.
Furthermore, Vietnam considered the SCS issues were not simply challenges for claimant
countries yet mutual concerns for ASEAN as a whole (Sy & Dieu, 2013). In other words, Vietnam
upheld that SCS involved not only national sovereignty but also international freedom of
navigation and regional stability. Further, Vietnam supported the dispute-solving principles of
ASEAN, which were using peaceful manners and respecting international laws while ensuring
national interests, as said by Pham Binh Minh- the current Vietnam’s MOFA (Nguyen, 2016). In
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particular, regarding the conflicts with China in the SCS, Vietnam has repeated its unchanging
foreign policy as committing to the peaceful means on the basis of international laws, including
UNCLOS 1982 and DOC 2002.
Being one of the claimant countries in the South China Sea disputes, Vietnam holds a
consistent attitude of protecting national sovereignty and always seeks to settle the issues
through peaceful solutions based on international laws, including the United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) 1982. (Quoc te News, 2016, para. 2)
As such, holding a belief in the collective power, sharing identical preferred approach of
multilateral negotiations as well as dispute-solving mechanism through peaceful solutions, Hanoi
placed great expectations on ASEAN for dealing with SCS difficulties. Yet the ineffective
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operation of ASEAN, in reality, had Vietnam changed its perception on the importance of this
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regional organization.
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Vietnam’s disappointments towards ASEAN’s ineffectiveness

Despite Vietnamese’s high expectation for ASEAN, the 10-nation regional bloc has failed
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in solving SCS disputes (Storey, 2018). The justifications for the ASEAN’s ineffectiveness were
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consensus-building principle. Undoubtedly, not all countries in ASEAN concerned the SCS
challenges at the same level. For instance, Prime Minister Hun Sen of Cambodia- the most pro-
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China country in ASEAN, said that the
SCS “is not an issue fornASEAN
as a whole” in 2015 (Son,
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c h with ASEAN when this organization
g letdown
2017). Cambodia’s perspective was affected bynits
shows its weaknesses in solving Thailand-Cambodia conflict over the Preah Vihear temple along

these two countries’ borders. More interestingly, a Chinese scholar comments that when it came
to discussion over the SCS disputes within ASEAN, Cambodian officials and scholars were
considered as “representatives of the national interest of China” (Chong, 2017, p. 6). It was
explained that for those non-claimant countries who had been financially beneficial from China’s
massive investments, they would not risk their economic gains to join ASEAN’s chorus against
their sponsor; instead, they supported China’s approach.
In addition to the perception of non-claimant countries, the dissimilarities among
perspective of claimant nations amplified ASEAN’s malfunctions in the SCS disputes. Among
35
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involved countries, the Philippines played a critical role in shaping the situation of the SCS
conflicts in more than one way (Mishra, 2017). The very first event was that the Philippines lobbied
ASEAN members for an issuing of CoC in 2002, although the document has not been completed
yet. Together with Vietnam, the Philippines has actively brought the topic of the SCS disputes into
various ASEAN’s meetings. For instance, during the July meeting of ASEAN’s Foreign Ministers
in Phnom Penh, Cambodia (2012), while drafting the joint communiqué, disagreement appeared
among members. The Philippines suggested including the Scarborough Shoal conflict with China;
Vietnam wanted to mention EEZs in the final statement while the host country- Cambodia,
considered all those SCS-related issues were irrelevant to ASEAN as mutual concerns. Noticeably,
in 2012, the Philippines filed a case at the Permanent Court of Arbitration (PCA) towards China’s
aggressive activities in disputed waters which was claimed by the Philippines as well.
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Being one of the direct claimant countries in the SCS conflicts, Malaysia’s attitude was
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contradictory to the perspective of the Philippines. Having a close connection with China since
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1990s and gaining economic support from China during 1997 Asian financial crisis, Kuala Lumpur
displayed its advocacy for China’s inclination of bilateral approach in the SCS disputes (Liow &
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Osman, 2009). In the same vein, other ASEAN members that were beneficial from China’s
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when tensions among China and the Philippines escalated in 2012, says Baviera (2013).
Apart from a wide variety of perspective in ASEAN members regarding the SCS concerns,
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Villanueva & Manalo (2017), “consensuseisnthe
of ASEAN diplomacy” (p. 88).
Discussions were made through a process when all members expressed their own standpoints
before reaching any final decision. The decision was finalized based on consensus when all parties
achieved same opinions, instead of voting. As a result, when there was a clash in members’
viewpoints, ASEAN would usually change to bilateral negotiations or within conflicting parties in
order to find out the common voice. It slowed down the decision-making process and even resulted
in zero agreement in some situations. One remarkable event in 2012 proved this weakness of the
consensus principle (Shoji, 2012). For the first time in ASEAN’s history of 45 years, there was no
final agreement issued during the Foreign Ministers’ meeting in July 2012. While the Philippines
and Vietnam insisted to attach the UNCLOS for CoC negotiation, China stressed on bilateral
approach with involved nations and refused to solve the conflicts through multilateral frameworks
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or UNCLOS. Cambodia, as ASEAN Chair in 2012, supported China and blocked all comments
from the Philippines and Vietnam that related to China’s behaviors in the water conflicts. In the
end, ASEAN could not come to any joint statement that includes China’s claims over the South
China Sea due to Cambodia’s objection. Under that circumstance, The Minister of Foreign Affairs
of Vietnam- Pham Binh Minh- expressed the country’s disappointment: “We all had made great
efforts in pursuit of a joint statement but it did not happen in the end, therefore we are really
disappointed” (Minh, 2012, para. 8).
That event clearly hit Vietnam and had the countries re-considered its perspective on
ASEAN. One of the noteworthy affairs was that Vietnam started to publicly show its unhappiness
about ASEAN’s consensus principle for the first time. At the 38th Singapore Lecture held by the
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Vietnam’s President Tran Dai Quang indicated that there were other principles that ASEAN should
立
consider “as a supplement” to the consensus principle (Thanh Nien News, 2016a, para. 8). He
Institute of Southeast Asian Studies (ISEAS) – Yusof Ishak Institute in Singapore in 2016,
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further stressed that by doing so, ASEAN would be able to maintain its flexibility and effectiveness.
Although the president did not clarify that suggestion, his speech marked a special change in
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Vietnam’s attitude on ASEAN since the country always took great caution in its public statements

weak point of the regional institute.
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in relation to ASEAN’s ineffectiveness. It was the first time ever Hanoi publicly criticized the
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SCS, Vietnam figured out that bilateral relations with big nations could lend a helping hand in
enhancing its voice in the water conflicts. This approach also fitted the country’s multidirectional
policy since the 1986 Doi Moi reforms. The multidirectional approach encouraged Hanoi to not
only depend on multilateral platforms such as ASEAN but also extend the bilateral ties with other
important players. From Hanoi’s perspective, should one country and Vietnam share a common
interest, it could become the nation’s partner. Various great powers did not want China’s sole
occupation in the water, which was similar of what Vietnam desired. Building closer ties with
other big nations increased Vietnam’s influences in the disputes, for Hanoi alone could not achieve
a fair negotiation with Beijing given the huge differences in two countries’ size and power.
According to Nguyen Quang Dy- a former official of Vietnam’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the
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SCS disputes were affected by China’s growing influence in the region. Therefore, involved parties
had to work with other big countries for better solutions (Nguyen Q., 2020).
In essence, Vietnam has focused on its military buildup with supports from Russia, US and
Japan. Manyin (2018) mentions that Vietnam has actively brought six Kilo submarines and two
Gepard frigates from Russia since 2009. Those procurements started a new page in the history of
Vietnam’s navy, says Hoang T. & Hoang P. (2017). Moreover, Hanoi has deepened its military
cooperation and information sharing with Japan. Manyin (2018) states that before the 2014 oil rig
incident (Hai Yang Shi You 981 crisis), it is reported that Hanoi proposed a trilateral security
dialogue with Japan and US. Also, Hanoi allowed the USS John S.McCain (a US frigate) to dock
at the Danang port, on the occasion of the 15th Anniversary of Diplomatic Relations between
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enhancements related to the SCS disputes, given Vietnam’s commitment to peaceful solutions.
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Answering this question, Deputy Minister of National Defense of Vietnam, affirmed the

Vietnam and the US in August 2010 (Taylor, 2010). One could suspect whether those military
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connection between military expansion and peaceful means in the SCS challenges. He also stated
that Vietnam did not desire armed conflicts or any violent acts with other nations, yet the country
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“can’t negotiate with bare hands”, and had to defend itself in case of further escalation (Shoji 2012,
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One similarity in both cases was thateHanoi
i placed high expectations on ASEAN
n g cathfirst
for settling the issues of the Mekong River and the SCS. The sameness in objectives as well as
dispute-solving mechanism through peaceful solutions between ASEAN and Vietnam justified for
its expectations on the 10-member regional framework. However, ASEAN proved the
ineffectiveness in both circumstances. The shortage of mutual interests from members made the
AMBDC proceed with little achievement while a wide degree of concerns hindered ASEAN from
achieving a common voice. Also, in both cases, ASEAN lacked restraint mechanism to penetrate
the violated parties. In the Mekong River conflicts, the MRC did not have sufficient power to stop
the dam building projects of its member. In the same vein, ASEAN was struggling to manage the
SCS problems without any legal-binding documents to control offensive actions of involved
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parties. Obviously, Hanoi felt disappointed about ASEAN in both situations since its expectations
and ASEAN’s functions in reality did not match.
Furthermore, the two cases shared a common ground of China’s involvement and its
preferred approach to solve the problems. In order to tackle both issues, Beijing insisted on
bilateral negotiations with the beliefs of fully controlling the circumstances over other weaker
concerned parties given its economic advantages and military capabilities. In regard to the Mekong
River, China denied the membership of the MRC- one of the ASEAN-based institute, because it
did not want to be restrained by any organizational rules. Instead, it created its own platform with
the LMC and acted as if it agreed to cooperate with riverine nations in terms of economic growth
and social development for the sub-regional country. Similarly, in the SCS case, Beijing did not
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reluctant to proceed with the CoC and always preferred a non-binding agreement in order not to
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be obstructed by any institute’s law. In contrast, Vietnam understood that it could not deal with
favor interventions by any multilateral frameworks, neither UNCLOS 1982 nor PCA. It was also
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China on an equal level providing the fact that it was a smaller country. Therefore, multidirectional
solutions were better approach for Hanoi in both situations. It explained the country’s simultaneous
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approach of utilizing multilateral platforms such as ASEAN and keeping close ties with other great
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Yet these two situations were different to some extent. While the Mekong River issues
were related with economic and social
a factors, the South China Sea disputes referred to more
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essential national interests of Vietnam as
h ethenmost
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“safeguarding the country’s sovereignty” (MOFA, 2015), the nation has displayed a firm attitude
and placed more efforts into the SCS challenges. One could also support that Hanoi would gain
more advantages in the situation of the SCS disputes compared to the case of the Mekong River,
given its geographic disadvantages of a downstream country.
After examining two cases of the Mekong River issues and the SCS disputes, it could be
concluded that the proposition 1 is reliable: “From the 2000s, the significance of ASEAN to
Vietnam seems to be diminishing”. Given the changes in Vietnam’s attitude toward ASEAN,
whether Vietnam’s role in the organization has changed over the course of time will be the puzzle
this paper tries to figure out in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 3.
THE CHANGING ROLE OF VIETNAM IN ASEAN
This chapter provides the evaluation of Vietnam’s role in ASEAN. It will include the
Vietnamese official statements and the reports of local media about Vietnam’s performance in
ASEAN since 2000, pertaining to two cases of the Mekong River and the SCS. Also, assessment
from external media and academic journals will be taken into consideration for a complete picture.
Before examining whether the role of Vietnam in ASEAN has become more and more active, it is
of great importance to look back upon the history of Vietnam’s involvement in the regional
institution. By understanding the motives behind Vietnam’s membership of ASEAN, it would be
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clearer why Hanoi has played an eager role or vice versa.
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Minister Vo Van Kiet in 1991 and the country was given the observer status one year later. It
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officially became an ASEAN member in July 1995. There were several justifications for the
membership of Vietnam in ASEAN, mainly due to economic benefits and a quest for identity. In
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dramatically that the living standards of citizens

military conflicts with Cambodia and China placed enormous strains on Vietnam’s economy in
the mid-1980s. With the centrally-planned economy and main aids coming from Soviet Union,
Vietnam had little economic exchange with other nations. The end of its Soviet Union ally pushed
Vietnam to change its foreign policy, otherwise it would have faced the dead-end economic turmoil
with limited resources and capability (Vu, 1994).
Understanding that, the CPV was in urgent need of political and economic reforms. It was,
therefore, not surprising that Vietnam’s three critical objectives, under Doi Moi policy in 1986,
were all economically- related. They were to prevent the international isolation and economic
embargo, create a peaceful environment for domestic reforms as well as smoothen the process of
global economic integration, as summarized by Le (2013). Against that backdrop, Vietnam found
40
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ASEAN the most strategic option in pursuit of its Doi Moi’s goals. The accession to ASEAN
helped Vietnam to avoid being international isolated and boosted regional trade. With the
membership card of ASEAN, Hanoi had a chance to join the bigger markets of other member
states.
What is more, Vietnam became ASEAN member in a search for a new cooperative image
of the country, as in line with its fresh foreign policy of “being friends with all countries” and its
commitment to peaceful means for dispute- solving mechanisms (CPV, 1991, p. 43). Looking back
upon Vietnam’s history, it has experienced four destructive wars since 1945. Its experience
justified for the country’s approach of armed conflicts when it encountered disputes in the past,
comments (Hoang, 1996). Yet after the Doi Moi policy, Vietnam determined to change its
perception on the foreign policy and upheld regional peace and stability where possible clashes
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were preferred to be solved in peaceful manners. In that context, Vietnam found its fresh objectives
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similar to what ASEAN aimed for. As a result, from having friend-enemy relation, Hanoi desired
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to become one part of the regional institution.

Despite little knowledge and experience Hanoi had pertaining to the operation of ASEAN,
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the nation steadily showed its commitments to the Association. ASEAN was a treaty-based
intergovernmental organization which indicated that all members had to be bounded by its legal
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document- the Bali Treaty. Vietnam therefore agreed to sign that treaty in 1992. Particularly, the
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Vietnamese leader Vo Van Kiet expressed the country’s determination to become deeply involved
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a we will do all that is necessary
in ASEAN: “under specific conditions,
to fully participate in the
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work of ASEAN, contributing actively to h
peace,
and
co-operation in the region” (Hoang,
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e nstability
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1996, p. 75). Furthermore, Vietnam understood that to be fully immersed in the organization, it

had to adopt the dispute resolution through multilateral settings of ASEAN. The multilateral
settings indicated that whenever issues happened, the solutions would only be achieved by mutual
consent. In fact, this approach was compatible with Vietnam’s new foreign policy. The country no
longer wanted to bilaterally settle critical clashes with the concerned party only, instead,
consultation and consensus of ASEAN members mattered as well. Hence, with matching disputesolving mechanisms of peaceful means and multilateral negotiations, it was understandable for
Vietnam to seek ASEAN’s membership in pursuit of building its fresh cooperative identity after
the Cold War.
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By joining ASEAN, Vietnam gained economic advantages and successfully formed its new
image of a cooperative and friendly nation. For those reasons, it was logical for Vietnam to
consistently put emphasis on participation in ASEAN. Especially, the more unified and influential
ASEAN becomes, the more benefits Vietnam could grasp. Therefore, since its full access in the
organization, Vietnam has continuously participated with much of devotion.

Vietnam’s appointments of ASEAN’s affairs
Vietnam has shown its activeness to the ASEAN-building activities since the early 2000s.
The idea of building a more unified ASEAN community was initially mentioned right after the
approval of ASEAN Vision 2020 in the year 1997. In 2003, it was officially accepted (ASEAN,
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main pillars: ASEAN Political- Security
立 Community (APSC), ASEAN Economic Community
2019). In order to construct an integrated ASEAN, the organization aimed at developing three
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(AEC) and ASEAN Socio-Cultural Community (ASCC) with the support of the Roadmap for an
ASEAN Community (2009-2015). In that context, Vietnamese government responded with a duty-
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appointed plan where departments in-charge of ASEAN’s affairs were clearly assigned (See Table
2). In making that, Hanoi presented its eagnerness in fostering the institution’s integration.
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According to the legal paper issued by the Vietnamese Prime Minister Nguyen Tan Dung
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in 2009, Vietnam assigned the MOFA as the leading agency to take responsibility for ASEAN-
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a l managing activities pertaining
related tasks. It was also the department
to ASEAN Coordinating
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C

h eofnMOFA,
Council (ACC). In order to support the work
g c h itheUPrime Minister particularly assigned
ASEAN Department to act as the National Secretariat. Following ASEAN’s three pillars, Hanoi
showed its determination to immerse itself in ASEAN’s unification by appointing different
missions for related agencies. Each pillar of the ASEAN community involved with distinctive
activities and therefore, having specific departments to take care of was of considerable
significance. One of the most critical pillars of ASEAN- the APSC which aimed at ensuring
regional security and stability through peaceful mechanisms was appointed to the MOFA. The
Ministry of Trade and Industry (MOTI) was in charge of the AEC which controlled all econonomic
affairs. Social and cultural events of the third pillar ASCC were given to the Ministry of Labor Invalids and Social Affairs (MOLISA). Moreover, the country had its permanent delegation
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located in Jakarta, Indonesia which was separated from the Embassy of Vietnam to be the national
representative at the ASEAN’s meetings/conferences (Thu vien Phap luat, 2009).
Table 2
Departments in charge of ASEAN’s affairs of Vietnam

Assignment

Department in charge

National Coordinating Department/ Leading

Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA)

agency for ASEAN Coordinating Council
(ACC)

政 治 大

ASEAN Political- Security Community Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA)
(APSC)

立

ASEAN Economic Community (AEC)

Ministry of Trade and Industry (MOTI)
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ASEAN Socio-Cultural Community (ASCC) Ministry of Labor - Invalids and Social Affairs
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National Secretariat

(MOLISA)
ASEAN Department of MOFA
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Permanent Delegation of Vietnam (in

(separated with the Embassy of Vietnam in
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Jakata, Indonesia)

Oversea Diplomatic Mission Board of Vietnam
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Indonesia)

engchi
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Note. Apdated from QUYẾT ĐỊNH- Về việc Ban hành Quy chế làm việc và phối hợp giữa các cơ
quan tham gia hợp tác ASEAN của Việt Nam, by Thu vien Phap luat, 2009
(https://thuvienphapluat.vn/van-ban/Bo-may-hanh-chinh/Quyet-dinh-142-QD-TTg-Quy-chelam-viec-va-phoi-hop-giua-cac-co-quan-tham-gia-hop-tac-ASEAN-cua-Viet-Nam-84511.aspx).
In the public domain.
Apart from the concrete appointment of ASEAN’s affairs for different agencies, the
increasing eagerness of Vietnam in the 10-nation bloc has also shown through its active
involvement in two noteworthy disputes: the Mekong River and the SCS.
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II.

The case of the Mekong River

Recently, Vietnam has been more active in positing the issues of the Mekong River in
several regional meetings. In preparation for the annual ASEAN Ministers’ meeting in summer
2020 as ASEAN Chair, it was reported that Hanoi signaled its plan to mention the Mekong River
concerns in the 10-member regional bloc’s agenda (Markar, 2020). By doing that, Vietnam
stressed the importance of Mekong River as greater regional challenges, instead of issues for
riparian nations only. Commenting over Vietnam’s recent attempts in Mekong River problems,
Pou Sothirak, an Executive Director at a Phnom Penh think tank and former Energy Minister of
Cambodia, said that Vietnam’s effort was a game-changer. He further emphasized that Vietnam

政 治 大
(Markar, 2020). In order to further understand the increasingly active role of Vietnam in ASEAN,
立
the country’s attempts in a search for solutions of Mekong River issues will be examined through
had become more serious about the Mekong mainstream dam projects of upstream countries
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its disapproval of dam construction and its efforts to present an image of a responsible member of
the regional organization.
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Vietnam’s role in the disapproval of dam projects

As an active member of the MRC, Vietnam has expressed its concerns over consequences

n
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l C for multiple times. Itn iwas of considerable concern for
of the mainstream hydropower projects

i U

he

n g c h brought with them cross-border and
Vietnam where mainstream dam-building activities
cumulative negative impacts to the local residents given Vietnam’s position of a downstream
country. Therefore, Hanoi has voiced out its worries in response to the dam plans from its neighbor
nations for various times. In essence, against the backdrop of the sixth proposed dam of Laos,
Hanoi emphasized its beliefs in the equal benefits shared among riparian nations, accompanying
with mutual responsibilities in maintaining the sustainable use of water resources and development
plans (Phuong, 2020). In the same manner, the nation had a careful statement when being asked to
react to the trial operation of Jinghong dam of China.
Vietnam has considered, researched, and assessed activities relating to the Mekong River’s
water resources. We believe that together with rightful benefits in using water resources
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for development purposes, all Mekong riverside countries have to share the duties of equal
use, sustainable management of water and other water-based resources, as well as fair
benefits shared among involved nations; in order to achieve sustainable growth and
prosperity of the region (Nguyen H., 2020, paras. 2-3).
One could notice that Vietnam did not directly show its disapproval of new dam projects,
instead, Hanoi chose to express the attitude in a diplomatic and constructive way. The justifications
for Vietnam’s cautious objection of dam construction by other Mekong riverine countries were
attributed to its foreign policy direction as well as the lack of a powerful organization who could
fully control the situation. In particular, Vietnam committed to the regional peace and stability
which indicated that the country had to be careful in its public statements so as not to cause

政 治 大
platforms in solving the Mekong issues. With the indifference of AMBDC in sustainable
立
development of Mekong River, Hanoi found no hope in preventing dam-building activities through

unnecessary clashes. Also, the nation was well aware of the limitations of the ASEAN-led
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this framework. Similarly, the MRC could not make up for AMBDC’s malfunctions in solving the
Mekong challenges, since it did not have sufficient power to stop its member states from building
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dams.
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Given that circumstance, what Vietnam could afford was to voice its discouragement
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against dams through the MRC’s discussions. One of the MRC’s compulsory rules in any wateruse projects was the PNPCA. Thisaprocess aimed at reducing the consequences of the proposed
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projects in the Mekong environment as well
of riverside communities. It involved the
h easntheglives
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c
information sharing of the project from proposed nations to other members, a six-month process
of technical assessement and consulation, and final agreement achieved by consensus among all
MRC countries, mentions MRC (2016). Vietnam, together with other MRC members, contributed
to the first time that MRC sucessfully completed the Offical Prior Consultant Process for the Pak
Beng project of Laos in 2017 (MRC, 2017). The final statement from that process called for Laos
government’s actions in settling transborder effects of the proposed project. Also, MRC suggested
to make a Join Action Plan to encourage Laos and its investors to collect more data, keep sharing
information and continue the evaluation of potential impacts caused by mainstream dams
(including Pak Beng and other hydropower dams) on the river ecology and residents’ livelihoods.
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In addition, Vietnam utilized the scientist approach to discourage hydropower dams
construction. In other words, Vietnam actively investigated the impacts of mainstream dams. One
of those projects was the Delta Study completed at the end of 2015. This research studied and
evaluated the influences of mainstream dams on Mekong Delta, with the participation of Laotian
and Cambodian experts (Vietnam’s Ministry of Natural Resource and Environment 2020).
Furthermore, during the Prior Consultation Process of Xayaburi dams of Laos, Hanoi called for a
halt in the dam’s construction for at least 10 years while further research was made. Hanoi’s
suggestion directed MRC to the idea of environmental assessment so as to grade dam projects in
terms of theirs risks and benefits, reports International Rivers (2019). According to Lam (2018),
those studies provided objective evidences to weigh the potential impacts of dam construction and
looked for comprehensive, long-term solutions, in pursuit of ensuring involved parties’ interests
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yet not violating the 1995 Mekong Agreement. By having those scientific evidences, it was
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believed that Vietnam had a more persuasive argument in the discussion of dam projects within
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the MRC or other Mekong- related institutions.

An image of a responsible ASEAN nation
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The responsible image of Vietnam was shown through its continuous attempts in both
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ASEAN-based and non-ASEAN platforms. Within the MRC, despite Vietnam’s huge expectation
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of preventing the dam constructionafrom
l other member nations, iti vconsistently committed to given
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U consultation process of the MRC
h e n g ctohthei prior
rules and regulations of the platform. It contributed

whenever one of the member nation proposed a dam project. As such, Vietnam did not protect its
interests by all means, yet it proceeded in the compatible way with the operation of the institution.
What is more, the increasing activeness of Vietnam in the Mekong River issues was also
demonstrated through Hanoi’s efforts in other non-ASEAN platforms as well as bilateral relations.
In terms of other regional cooperation institutions, one of the examples was that Vietnam
showed its proactive role in the first Mekong-Lancang Coopertaion Summit (LMCS) in March
2016 (Lam, 2018). Vietnam accepted cooperation with China to establish a joint project named
Lancang-Mekong Water Resources Cooperation Center. This Center aimed at information sharing
and capacity improvement for sustainable use of the Mekong River water sources. Through this
project, Vietnam displayed its willingness to contribute its experts and financial resources. In a
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related move, back to the most severe drought ever in June 2016, Vietnam sent Beijing diplomatic
notes to ask for an increase in water release from one of the Chinese dams to downstream nations.
The approval from China allowed the water discharge for nearly one month, which contributed to
the improvement of the Mekong Delta, says Le et al. (2019). As such, those actions of Vietnam
proved its responsible part in engaging in multiple regional settings so as to solve the issues of
Mekong River.
In the same vein, Hanoi wanted to set its image as a trustworthy ASEAN member in regard
to the water management by attending international forums and encouraging the participation of
other member states. With the commitment to sustainable use of Mekong’s water resources, Hanoi
joined the United Nations Covention on the use of global water for non-navigational intents, which

政 治 大
contributed to the official validity of the 1997 Convention since it required approval from 35
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countries. Le et. al (2019) comments that the access into this Convention provided Vietnam a

came into effect in August 2014 (International Rivers, 2014). Becoming the 35th member, Hanoi
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global standard in the water use of Mekong River. Notably, this decision of Hanoi sent a crucial
message to other Mekong riverine nations, for Vietnam was the first MRC member to join this UN
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Convention. Playing this pioneering role, the country expected other nations of the MRC could
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community would be enhanced due to its full cooperation from its members. In the same spirit,
Vietnam actively lobbied for other ASEAN members to join the UN Convention for better legal
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l sustainable managementn iand development of the Mekong
mechanism and deeper cooperation in
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n g c h iand influences of ASEAN pertaining to
River (Lam, 2018). In this way, the global e
reputations
sustainable management of water resources would be further reinforced.

In addition to the proactive role of Vietnam in tackling the Mekong River issues through
various platforms especially the MRC, Hanoi has also displayed its growing eagerness in ASEAN
for the SCS settlement. The next part continues to clarify this statement.
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III.

The case of the South China Sea

The increasingly active role of Vietnam in the regional has been demonstrated through the
ASEAN Chairmanship in 2010 and 2020, together with the current membership of ASEAN.
Especially pertaining to the SCS disputes, Hanoi performed its eagerness to enhance the
institution’s integration as well as deepen the relations with external players to increase the
organization’s influences.
A linking factor for ASEAN’s cohesion
One of the biggest challenges of Vietnam in using ASEAN to deal with China in terms of
the SCS disputes was the regional integration. In other words, ASEAN had no common voice in
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the water conflicts. Not only non-claimant members who being financially attached to China were
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unwilling to consider the SCS problems as mutual interests, but the “strong voice” who denied
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Chinese “Nine Dash Line” also compromised under Beijing’s pressure. In essence, the Philippineswho used to be the “tough” nation against China’s claims in the disputed waters- has changed its

‧

foreign policy’s direction under President Duterte’s administration. Instead of leveraging the
PCA’s final disapproval of the “Nine Dash Line” in 2016, President Duterte put it aside and
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decided to enhance economic relations with China, and displayed support of bilateral approach in
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the SCS settlements (Du, 2020).
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a the SCS disputes as mutual
Hanoi found it crucial to make
i v concerns for ASEAN member
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states in response to uncooperative actions
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navigation. It was a proper right for every nation. Yet there was a remarkable incident in the SCS
between China and US in March 2009 that indicated violated moves of Beijing. When the US ship
called Impeccable was conducting its mission of surveillance in the nearby area of Hainan Island,
it was attacked by Chinese vessels. With this action, Beijing showed that it no longer accepted the
freedom of navigation in the waters. The disputes were not pure conflicts between two nations, yet
became regional concerns. Along the same line, China threatened the economic rights of concerned
countries, in terms of oil exploitation and fishing activities. With its unilateral fishing ban over the
SCS, Beijing vessels have attacked fishermen of Vietnam whose boats were placed near the
Paracel Islands since June-July of 2009 (Shoji, 2012). Also, in the first quarter of 2011, a ship of
the Philippines encountered harassment from Chinese patrol boats while it was conducting its
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mission of oil exploration in the conflicting area (Shoji, 2012). Those actions, according to the
Vietnamese Deputy Prime Minister Pham Binh Minh, “seriously threatened legitimate rights of
coastal countries, eroded trust, and worsened tensions, thus hurting peace and stability in the region”
(Rajagopalan, 2019, para. 5). As such, the issues of SCS were worth as shared interests for ASEAN.
Only when having common issues, ASEAN members could be more unified to find
solutions together and from that, the institution could increase its collective power. Malaysia’s
Minister of National Defense stressed that each ASEAN country alone was incapable of dealing
with big powers; yet in case all members acted together, those big powers could hardly ignore the
organization’s perspective (Quoc te News, 2016). In the same vein, Hanoi expected with the
collective power of ASEAN, it would not be overwhelmed by China’s influences. Therefore,
seizing the opportunity of being ASEAN Chair in 2010, Vietnam emphasized the SCS issues in
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several meetings. One of the most remarkable event was the 17th ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF)
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in Hanoi. For the first time the disputes of the South China Sea were discussed on the table of the
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ARF meeting: “The Ministers stressed the importance of maintaining peace and stability in the
South China Sea” (ASEAN Secretariat, 2010b, no.12). When no countries had never mentioned

‧

the SCS challenges in ASEAN’s offical meetings, Vietnam was willing to be the first one. Starting
with making the issues as equally important to each of the ASEAN members, Hanoi awaited that
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the Association could be more integrated in its consideration of the disputed waters.
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Insurance for ASEAN’s central roleain regional dispute management
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Apart from contributing for a more
ASEAN
h eunified
i U with extensive collective power,
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Vietnam also intensified the central role of the regional institution in solving the disputes. In fact,
SCS was among one of the priorities for ASEAN given its potential for military conflicts and
regional instability. Vietnam has always stressed the multilateral negotiations through ASEAN
with the biggest claimant country- China. Since the early 2000s, in the need of issuing a mutual
agreement on the SCS challenges, Vietnam and Philippines handled the task of drafting the code
of conduct in the controversial waters, which later was adopted by ASEAN and sent to China in
2000 (Le, 2019). Even though the negotiating process of the CoC has not finished for almost two
decades, Vietnam contributed to the early build-up of the CoC draft. Furthermore, during the 18th
Senior Officials’ meeting with the attendance of ASEAN and China, Vietnam raised the concerns
over four invasions of a Chinese ship into Vietnam’s continental shelf and Exclusive Economic
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Zone (EEZ) from July to October in the year 2019 (Du, 2019, paras.11-12). In Hanoi’s defense,
those actions of China hindered the negotiating process of finalizing the official CoC between
ASEAN and China. As such, Hanoi always emphasized the multilateral settings of ASEAN and
leveraged them whenever they were available.
One could also not ignore the 43rd ASEAN Foreign Minister (AFM) meeting in Hanoi on
July 19-20. The Joint Communiqué of this meeting underlined the importance of proceeding the
Code of Conduct in the SCS and pushed for the issue reconvening in the ASEAN-China Senior
Officials’ Meeting. The Joint Communiqué further urged to maintain regional peace and stability
with all concerned countries to practice self-restraint and confidence-building, as well as peaceful
settlement of disputes (ASEAN Secretariat, 2010a). As assessed by Shoji (2012), compared to the
prior 42nd AFM meeting, this 43rd AFM meeting allocated more space to the SCS discussion. By
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restlessly mentioning the cases of the SCS and finding solutions in many official meetings, Hanoi
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created more chance for ASEAN to play its role in dispute settlement. Letting ASEAN take the
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driver’s seat in the conflict resolution, Hanoi aimed to challenge Beijing’s preferred bilateral
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As a result, the country’s efforts paid off to some extent. Beijing adjusted its approach to
deal with the water conflicts. Before 2000, China had always insisted on bilateral negotiations and
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denied all related multilateral platforms to solve the disputes. However, since the beginning of
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2000s, Beijing has shown its compromises by incrementally getting involved with ASEAN. The
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a ASEAN in 2002 was onei vof the instances. What is more,
event of China signing the DoC with
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after the disapproval of cooperation with the
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i U bloc, Beijing agreed to resume the
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ASEAN- China Joint Working Group (JWG) after the 17 ARF in July 2010. To justify that, one

could believe that the success of the 17th ARF meeting in Hanoi (which was the first time ever the
SCS disputes were mentioned in the official ARF meeting) threatened the preferred bilateral
approach of China. That China agreed to join several multilateral platforms created an opportunity
for Vietnam to solve the conflicts through its favored multilateral approach- ASEAN. In that
context, there was no reason to stop Vietnam from grasping this chance to ensure that ASEAN still
played the major role in regional dispute management. It was also the idea expressed by the
President Tran Dai Quang in 2016, when the country considered that “a multipolar, multi-layered
regional architecture in which ASEAN plays a central role is conducive to and can satisfy the
interests of all parties”, including Vietnam (Nhan Dan News, 2016, para. 10).
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A push for ASEAN’s global influences
Increasing the global position of ASEAN to “balance” with China’s power was another
role Vietnam has taken. In order to achieve this goal, the nation has actively extended relations
among the 10-country bloc and external great powers. In other words, Vietnam recognized the
significance of external players in a search for ASEAN’s increasing influences, and from that the
regional framework could achieve better negotiations with Beijing. From that perspective,
Vietnam proactively created opportunities for outside powers to be involved in the SCS
discussions. Undoubtedly, with the strategic location of the SCS, various great powers had their
interests in the disputes, yet they just needed more space to officially partake in. Once great powers
were given more space to express their concerns about the SCS, ASEAN as the major regional
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One of the efforts Vietnam
立has made was to internationalize the SCS disputes, which

foundation in charge of solving the disputes would have its influences amplifying.
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referred to the involvement of more great powers in the troubled waters. Particularly, in the 17th
ARF, Hanoi acquired attendance from other big nations including US, Japan, Russia, India,
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Australia, South Korea, Canada, together with nine ASEAN members. During this meeting, by
stressing the importance of the disputed waters in its statement, Hanoi was considered to
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Brunei, Indonesia) but non- ASEAN
a countries including US, Japan, India, Australia, South Korea
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Furthermore, the 17th ARF meeting encouraged the establishment of the ASEAN Defense
Ministerial Meeting Plus (ADMM+), which happened for the first time in Hanoi the same year.
The ADMM+ was the first official setting for security dialogue with the participation of all
Defense Ministers from major Asia-Pacific nations. Although the meeting’s agenda excluded
direct mentioning of the SCS waters, seven countries (Vietnam, Malaysia, Singapore, Australia,
South Korea, Japan, and US) raised the topic in their statements, notes Tsukamoto et al. (2010).
With more great powers expressing their concerns on the disputes, Vietnam challenged
Beijing’s intentions of not having external players joined the discussions. From China’s

perspective, it always wanted to prevent “outsiders” from involving in the SCS, says Hoang
(2019b). It was explained by the Chinese new concept of Asian Security “Asia for Asians”, first
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mentioned by President Xi Jinping during the Conference on Interaction and Confidence-Building
Measures in Asia in 2014 (Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the People’s Republic of China, 2014).
Given its economic strength and military capability, Beijing only desired direct bilateral
negotiations with concerned parties for easier control. On the other side, Vietnam successfully
extended the connections of ASEAN with other major players through the East Asia Summit
(EAS). The US showed its interest in the region by signing the Treaty of Amity and Cooperation
in Southeast Asia (TAC) in July 2009. In addition, Vietnam had a traditional strategic relation with
Russia and Russia’s EAS membership could lend more support to Vietnam. Therefore, Hanoi
agreed to recommend US and Russia for the EAS’s access in the 17th ASEAN Summit in 2010
(ASEAN Secretariat, 2010a). Formal invitations were sent to those two countries in the October
meeting of ASEAN Leaders, mentions Dobell (2010). With the participation of Russia and US in
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the discussion regarding to the SCS issues, it would be much more difficult for Beijing to dominate
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the negotiation.
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In the same vein, during the Unofficial ASEAN-US Foreign Ministers’ meeting in New
York in 2016, Vietnamese Deputy Prime Minister and Foreign Minister Pham Binh Minh asked

‧

the US for enhancing its ties with ASEAN and deeper support for the regional institution. Also,
the Foreign Minister underscored that ASEAN and its partners needed to work on the SCS
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from the EU side. In turn, Federica Mogherini, the High Representative of the Union for Foreign
Affairs and Security Policy, affirmed the significance of the SCS as economic and security
advantages of multiple countries, including the EU. She further highlighted that the SCS
challenges were global concerns that attracted attention from international community, reports
Vietnam Net (2019). As such, by extending relations with great powers, Vietnam helped to
increase power of the regional institution and from that, ASEAN would have more influences on
the talks with China.
The gradually active role of Vietnam in ASEAN with regard to the SCS disputes invites
various comments from international community. According to professor Vladimir Kolotov- a
Russian expert in international laws, Vietnam’s steps in solving the SCS disputes were considered
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proper and timely (The World & Vietnam Report, 2020). Similarly, many countries held beliefs in
Vietnam in ensuring regional stability, for Vietnam always committed to resort disputes through
peaceful mechanisms and prevent further military conflicts (Vnews, 2020).
Yet in the opposite direction, some experts comment that Vietnam’s solutions toward the
SCS issues were still short-term and not tough enough, says Thanh (2020). Professor Alexander
Vuving, from the Asia-Pacific Center for Security Studies in Hawaii, contends that compared to
2014, Vietnam has not done sufficient things in the SCS conflicts in recent years (Thanh, 2020).
Back in 2014, Vietnam took international journalists to the disputed territory to film inappropriate
acts of China, and showed those evidences to international community to gain their support. Also,
it was expected that Vietnam would bring this topic to UN with the role of non-permanent UN
Security Council members for 2020-2021, yet it did not do so. In Vietnam’s defense, governmental
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officials denied this step since China was one of the five permanent members of UN Security
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Council with the veto power. In other words, if Vietnam had mentioned the SCS disputes in UN,
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China would have turned down those issues immediately. However, many experts still support if
Vietnam could bravely bring this topic to UN, at least, it could let international community
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Evaluations of both cases
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remember those conflicts, states the Vietnamese journalist Luu Tuong Quang (Thanh, 2020).
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In both cases, Vietnam has shownhits
growing activeness
en
g c h i U in the regional establishment-

ASEAN. In order to tackle the Mekong River issues, Vietnam has proactively joined various

platforms including ASEAN-based and non-ASEAN organizations. Specially, in the MRC, Hanoi
has displayed its eagerness by raising concerns toward mainstream hydropower projects and
calling for further research of potential impacts of dams on the environment of Mekong River.
Leveraging the scientist approach, Vietnam provided more objective evidences of negative effects
by hydro-dams to enhance its objections against the dam building activities.
In terms of the SCS conflicts, Vietnam has performed its proactive part in ASEAN. Since
the early participation in drafting the CoC together with the Philippines in the early 2000, Vietnam
has engaged in the SCS issues via several regional meetings, either in the position of ASEAN
Chair or ASEAN member. With the role of ASEAN Chair, Hanoi has maintained the central role
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of ASEAN in solving the disputed waters. In other words, the conflicts of the SCS were one of the
core concerns for ASEAN’s meetings where Vietnam played host. Also, Hanoi has remained as a
linking factor in ASEAN for one unified voice. With ASEAN being divided among its members
in the SCS issues, this role of Vietnam was greatly essential. Moreover, Vietnam has pursued the
multilateral negotiations since it believed the collective influence of ASEAN and support from
external nations would balance the growing power of China and its assertive actions in the SCS.
To justify for that similar approach in both situations, Hanoi’s foreign policy must be taken
into consideration. Since the Doi Moi reforms 1986, Vietnam has committed to the multidirectional
approach where it has established and maintained good relations with different countries bilaterally
and other regional/international platforms. Importantly, with the involvement of China in both

政 治 大
actions of China. Given a weaker position, Vietnam did not want to run a risk dealing with a bigger
立
power as China where it probably had to compromise its national interests. Therefore, Vietnam
demonstrated its growing activeness in ASEAN in both cases.
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cases, Vietnam supposed that internationalizing the issues will help to restraint the aggressive

Apart from that similarity, each case was affected by different external factors. With regard
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to the Mekong River issues, Vietnam had to act more proactively due to the fact of the increasing
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amount of dam projects. Since 2000s, there has been a plan of 11 mainstream dams in the lower
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river region (International Rivers, 2013). The completion of those hydropower dams would
severely affect the ecology of the river and lives of riverside people. The shortage of sediments,
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the loss of fish as well as scarcity of water
n i among negative consequences
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i of 96 million of Vietnamese people
eWith
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c hpercent
for downstream countries, including Vietnam.
living in the Mekong Delta, Vietnam could hardly ignore those huge costs caused by dam
construction from neighbor countries.

Pertaining to the SCS disputes, one could not forget the essential external factor that shaped
Vietnam’s activeness in ASEAN- the increasingly aggressive acts of China in the disputed waters.
China has flexed its muscles when stepping into Vietnam’s hydrocarbon search and development
in the SCS since 2006. Beijing has become more determined to stop Hanoi’s activities in the
conflicting waters by causing considerable pressures on global oil firms whom Vietnam was going
to have project with. According to Fravel (2011), during the period of 2006 and 2007 Beijing held
several protests against the collaborations between Vietnam and international oil companies such
as KNOC, Chevron, Premier Oil, Santos, and so forth. In essence, one official in the Chinese
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Embassy located in the US had the Chevron executives presented and asked for a termination of
the company’s project with Vietnam in Block 122 in August 2007, says US Embassy in Hanoi
(2007). As such, since 2009, the SCS conflicts have turned out to be major security challenges for
Vietnam.
Furthermore, China continued to oppose when Vietnam and Malaysia claimed their
disagreements to UN Commission in regard to the Nine-Dash Line of China. Not only utilizing
naval capability in suppressing approaching vessels from other countries, Beijing also leveraged
its economic advantages to challenge its disputers. For instance, due to the clashes between China
and the Philippines on the Scarborough Shoal in April 2012, Beijing imposed a restriction over
banana imported from Manila, mentions Higgins (2012). Facing with more and more assertive
actions from China, it was understandable for Vietnam to participate more proactively in the
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disputes through ASEAN, otherwise it would have to give up its national interests over the Paracel
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and Spratly Islands.
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Generally, this chapter justifies the proposition 2 which was mentioned in the first chapter
that “Vietnam has taken an increasingly active role in ASEAN since the early 2000s”. From the
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previous chapter, it is logical that the importance of ASEAN to Vietnam has gradually decreased.
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CHAPTER 4.
CONCLUSION

This chapter will assess the research findings from the previous two chapters. Although
ASEAN has been of great importance to Vietnam’s foreign policy, the significance level of the
regional institution varies under different circumstances, particularly in the case of the Mekong
River and the SCS. In the same manner, Vietnam has played an active role in ASEAN yet the
degree of eagerness also depends on various contexts. In order to further understand Vietnam’s
attitude and role in ASEAN, the next part will attempt to compare two case studies that are
mentioned in the last two chapters. After that, Constructivism will be applied to explain the
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“conflicting” direction between how Vietnam perceived and what the nation contributed in
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ASEAN.
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I.

Comparisons of the Mekong River concerns and the SCS disputes
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In the two mentioned situations, the values of ASEAN to Vietnam are not at the same level.
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It is in the SCS disputes that Vietnam finds ASEAN a more critical role comparing to the Mekong
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River issues. ASEAN puts more efforts into the maritime conflicts, which leads to greater
expectations from Vietnam. In fact,
a ASEAN does not pay much attention to the Mekong River

n
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concerns. The only one platform ASEANhoffers to tackle the
e n g c h i U problems is the AMBDC, which is
considered ineffective and apathetic about sustainable development for the river (Cosslett T. &
Cosslett P., 2018). In addition, the MRC, which consists of four ASEAN member nations, is
actually not originated by ASEAN. This framework was created by government of concerned
countries: Vietnam, Laos, Thailand and Cambodia in 1995 (MRC, 2020). At that time, both Laos
and Cambodia were not member states of ASEAN yet.
At the same time, ASEAN utilizes several forums to handle the SCS challenges, such as
AMM, ARF and ADMM+, alongside with continuous emphasis on the DoC as well as the
completion of the CoC. One of the remarkable reasons is that the SCS disputes have huge potential
for further clashes among claimant nations. According to Hoang (2019, p. 31), from 2000 onward,
China has displayed its “creeping assertiveness” in the situation of the SCS. Especially after its
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claims of the Nine Dash Line to the UN in 2009, Beijing showed more aggressive actions in the
conflicting waters towards concerned parties. Among incidents in the SCS over the period of 20102018, more than 80 percent of them was linked to China’s navy, reports CSIS (2020). Further,
during six months of the year 2016 (February to July), there were at least eleven clashes among
Chinese coast guard and vessels of Vietnam, Indonesia and the Philippines. Obviously, those
assertive moves of Beijing threatened the regional stability and peace that ASEAN desires to
maintain. ASEAN, therefore, has to get involved in tackling those disputes with numerous attempts.
On a similar note, the increasingly active role of Vietnam in ASEAN towards the SCS
disputes seems to be more obvious than the Mekong River concerns. No one could decline the fact
that the SCS issues are major security challenges for Vietnam, while the issues of the Mekong
River do not necessarily fall into the similar category. Apart from being one of Vietnam’s national
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interests, the SCS waters offer substantial economic gains through fishing activities,
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transportations as well as exploitation of oil/ natural resources. In contrast, Vietnam is the lowest-
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lying country that does not gain much benefit from the Mekong River during its seasons, even with
China promising its water releasing plan to save the lower Mekong basin. With geographic
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disadvantages, what Vietnam could do is to try to prevent the dam construction from neighbor
nations, which shows little success in reality.
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What is more, the differences in Vietnam’s perspective on each case affects its enthusiasm
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shown in ASEAN’s platforms. More to the point, Vietnam has held a firm and consistent attitude
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a strong beliefs of national sovereignty
on its claims over the SCS waters. The
with historical proofs
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and advocacy from international laws have
h ebeen
h i Umultiple times in Vietnam’s official
n g cechoed
statements whenever the issues of the SCS are discussed. Moreover, the country has proactively

brought this topic to several meetings such as AMM, ADMM+, ARF and EAS, to name just a few.
All of those efforts are consistent with its solid perspective on the SCS waters in pursuit of
projecting the country’s core interest.
Quite the different, Vietnam’s image in the Mekong River situation is not that consistent.
The justification is that Vietnam has its own calculations on dam projects. On one hand, the state
opposes dam building activities from other Mekong riverine nations given the fear of negative
impacts on its local economy and environment. On the other hand, it is among the dam investors
built in other countries’ areas. Although its own assessments of economic advantages explain for
those conflicting actions, it creates an inconsistent image of Vietnam in international forum in
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regard to its policies of sustainable water use. As a result, the eagerness of Vietnam in ASEAN’s
platforms to handle the Mekong River issues is not as obvious as its active role in the case of the
SCS.

II.

Constructivists’ arguments

Shared norms matter
Constructivism’s raising influence was traced back to the late 1980s. It is argued that
constructivism challenges other traditional theories such as realism and liberalism, especially when
it comes to ASEAN regionalism (Peou, 2002, p. 122). If realists contend that states are self-help
and compete for power, or liberalists emphasize that states’ cooperation are based on economic
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gains, constructivists argue that international system is socially constructed and hugely affected
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by shared ideas, norms and cultures. Of core value of constructivists’ arguments is shared norms.
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This idea indicates that there are some behaviors which receive more acceptance than others. When
a high number of states commit to particular norms, those values become expected behaviors and

‧

actions. Therefore, states join a regional institution where norms exist act in a similar manner to
protect the values of that organization.
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Sharing similar norms is one of the reasons why Vietnam perceives ASEAN as a crucial
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platform in its foreign policy. According to Nguyen (2002), ASEAN is a regional institution
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aiming at ensuring regional peace,a based on economic interdependence
and political stability.
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Similarly, Vietnam supports the regional h
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of great importance for its economic
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e n gwhich
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recovery and growth after the Doi Moi reforms. As a result, the potential of clashes among claimant
nations as well as involvement of external players make the issues of the SCS become a high
priority for both Vietnam and the 10-nation bloc. In the same manner of ASEAN in dealing with
the maritime disputes, Vietnam has stressed its peaceful approach to maintain regional harmony.
What is more, Vietnam advocates ASEAN’s shared norms of consensus and consultation
among member states in pursuit of peaceful dispute-management. As in the MRC, Vietnam
proactively joins the prior consultation process among member nations in order to achieve the
organization’s objective of sustainable development in Mekong River environment. Under the
circumstance of the SCS, Vietnam has consistently attended the regional meetings to express its
attitude in a search for mutual agreement among ASEAN members, in response to China’s policies
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in the conflicting waters. In Vietnam’s defense, by having consensus, ASEAN becomes more
unified and achieves better collective power. Furthermore, the consensus is the approach that
facilitates the peaceful negotiation among ASEAN members. When conflicts happen among
member states, the organization switches to bilateral negotiations between involved parties until
consensus is reached. Although this principle slows down the discussion process, sometimes leads
to zero agreement (e.g. the July meeting in 2012 in Cambodia), it has so far maintained the
harmonic environment for dispute settlement in ASEAN.
Despite much criticism, ASEAN had particular success in managing the conflicts in the
region, i.e. the SCS disputes, while committing to its norm as peaceful negotiations through
multilateral settings. With ASEAN taking the driver’s seat in the SCS issues, China did show its
compromise to some extent. Although multilateral approach (as ASEAN) was not the first choice
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for Beijing, the country had to switch its direction to join discussion with the 10-country
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association since the early 2000s. Particularly, China agreed to signed the DoC in 2002 as well as
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attended the CoC’s process. Remarkably, from the position of declining all the international rules
(e.g. UNCLOS 1982, PCA’s final decision in the case filed by the Philippines), China eventually
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expressed its interest in completing the CoC- the rule-based framework to deal with clashes among
Beijing and other ASEAN nations. At the 44th Singapore Lecture in 2018, the Chinese Premier Li
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Keqiang mentioned that China wanted to finish talks about the CoC in the SCS in 3 years (China
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Daily, 2018). As such, ASEAN was successful in getting China involved in its works, despite the
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a ASEAN at the beginning. i v
country’s rejection of discussion with
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involvement
h e nChina’s
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rules in the SCS disputes, ASEAN has remained its norms in conflict resolution thus far. Having
the central role in solving the clashes in the SCS, ASEAN takes a neutral stand instead of choosing
side (Hoang, 2019). Above all claims of involved countries, what ASEAN aims at is to keep the
regional stability. Furthermore, in several meetings and conferences, the institution has underlined
the importance as well as its desire to complete the CoC, along with the DoC and international
laws such as UNCLOS to handle the maritime challenges. Another norms that ASEAN has
maintained is consultation. In regard to the utilization of the DoC, ASEAN carries prior
consultation among member nations before discussion with China, regardless of China’s
dissatisfaction.
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Acharya (1997, p. 320) argues that the ideas and norms of an organization affect member
states’ cooperation, yet the impact level greatly depends on the “self-defined identity” of the local
actors. In the same vein, Wendt (1995) advocates that state leaders are major actors, and their
policies’ preferences are remarkably shaped by ideology and socialization (within specific
historical contexts). In other words, the way state leaders label the country’s identity affects the
behaviors and cooperation of that nation in an institution. For that reason, how Hanoi characterizes
its identity in ASEAN through different periods of time will give us more clues about Vietnam’s
changing attitudes and policies towards the regional platform.
Vietnam’s self-identification in ASEAN
Another major concept of constructivism is identity. Constructivists argue that identity
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represents actors’ recognition of who they are, which in turn shapes their interests. For instance, a
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country such as the U.S., while defines its identity as a great power, focuses more on its global
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dominating influences rather than survival issues. What is more, states’ identities and interests
could change over the course of time, leading to cooperation among nations despite preceding
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conflicts (Wendt, 1992). It means that when countries’ identities and interests are modified, their
actions change accordingly. As such, there is space for change in reality if the actors’ identities
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and interests vary. In other words, the world is under construction rather than a fixed structure. In
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regard to this point, Vietnam’s self-identification in ASEAN offers an interesting example. From
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“an outsider” to “a new member”a and currently “a proactivei vand responsible participant” in

l C
U n perspective and dynamic role in
ASEAN, Vietnam’s changing identity hugely
h e affects
h ishifting
n g c its
the 10-nation regional bloc.

Before joining, Vietnam treated ASEAN as one of its antagonists. During the Cold War,
there were only two colors in Vietnam’s foreign policy: either “friends” or “enemies”. For Vietnam,
friends were communist nations while enemies were non-communist states. Among its friends,
Vietnam formed a close alliance with the Soviet Union and enjoyed financial aids from its biggest
ally. While the “communist identity” strengthened the connection between Vietnam and the Soviet
Union, that identity drove the country and ASEAN apart. According to Shee (1980, pp. 8-10),
Vietnam, during that period of time, perceived ASEAN as “a product of U.S. aggressive and
interventionist policy”. By saying that, the communist state saw ASEAN as a US-led organization
to achieve its Cold War targets and therefore, considered the institution as its “enemy”.
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Furthermore, Nguyen (2002) argues that Hanoi also harbored the dream of a regional order where
the country was on top, given the beliefs of its communist ideology and military capability. As
such, the identity of Vietnam prevented it from being a part of ASEAN till the early 1990s.
From the early 1990s onwards, Vietnam started to change its attitude towards ASEAN and
look for a membership card. Since the Cold War ended, Vietnam experienced the termination of
its alliance with the Soviet bloc. No longer committing to any alliance relations with attached
constraints, Vietnam became more flexible in its foreign policy (Nguyen, 2002). More noticeably,
after the country’s Doi Moi reforms, Hanoi mostly focused on reconstructing its economy which
was greatly damaged during wartime. As such, Vietnam had to re-build its image in the
international community as “friends with all countries” rather than keeping its hostile attitude
whenever encountering conflicts. Joining ASEAN ensured a more stable environment and
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attracted more trading activities which were beneficial for Vietnam’s economic recovery (Funston,
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2001). Interestingly, the “communist ideology” at that moment did not stop Vietnam from
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participating in ASEAN, comments Nguyen (2002, p. 109). In essence, given the flexibility in the
country’s foreign policy and the urgent need of improving the economy, the policy makers in
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Hanoi adopted the ideas of ASEAN towards internationalism and globalization. By doing that, the
country gained overseas investment as well as created a new legitimacy for the CPV (Porter, 1990).
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Since 1995, Vietnam was a newcomer of ASEAN, therefore learning the rules and fitting
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itself in the organization were among priorities for Hanoi. Most importantly, Vietnam has to follow
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a
major principles of ASEAN: (1) respect
for other nations’ sovereignty,
(2) non-interference in
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other member states’ domestic affairs, (3)hpeaceful
e n g cnegotiations
h i U to avoid potential conflicts, and

(4) no use of threats or forces in inter-state relations. Those four elements were officially
introduced in the article 2 of ASEAN’s TAC. After Vietnam’s accession to ASEAN in 1995,
Vietnamese Foreign Minister Nguyen Manh Cam expressed the country’s determination to
complete “all obligations and responsibilities of a member country according to the targets,
objectives, principles and documents and regulation that have been clearly specified in the ASEAN
basic documents” (Hoang, 1996, pp. 74-75). In fact, those principles were in line with Vietnam’s
fresh policies after the Doi Moi reforms, thus the nation found them even more enthusiastic
commitments.
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However, there is an obstacle for Vietnam in conforming itself to the institution which is
so-called the “ASEAN Way” (Hoang, 1996). Generally, “ASEAN Way” refers to a series of
guidelines and unwritten norms in pursuit of dispute settlement among member states. The
challenge of the “ASEAN Way” is that it is not simply equivalent to the principle of noninterference or other written principles. It also consists of several unwritten procedural norms such
as searching for agreement, non-confrontation and agreeability, politeness and sensitivity, and so
forth (Goh, 2003, p. 114). Since those norms are not specifically noted down, it is difficult for new
members, such as Vietnam, to grasp and practice that “ASEAN way”.
Getting used to the unfamiliarities and overcoming the challenges of fitting into ASEAN,
Vietnam has gradually internalized the identity of being an ASEAN member since its first term of
Chairmanship in 1998. That communal identity is not necessarily coherent with another identity
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of Hanoi, which is a socialist state. The justification for that is based on constructivists’ arguments
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of states’ identity. They argue that states can have multiple identities yet only stick to those that
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offer benefits (Nguyen, 2002, p.112). As such, Vietnam has maintained its socialist identity due to
its traditional norms and beliefs in the current political system while being a communal state brings
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considerable economic gains though trade and investment from foreign countries. In addition,
ASEAN does not force its member states to drop their own identity, i.e. its political system
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(Nguyen, 2007, p. 496). As a result, while keeping socialist ideology, Vietnam is welcomed by the
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10-state organization, together with the country’s commitment to another identity- an ASEAN
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Conflict or Consistency- Vietnam’s Struggles in ASEAN

As an ASEAN member, Vietnam is aware of ASEAN’s collective power in handling
regional disputes. When commenting on the relations between Vietnam and ASEAN, the former
Deputy Prime Minister Vu Khoan mentions an old saying of Vietnamese people “A single tree
cannot make a forest” (Pitsuwan et al., 2017, p. 72). His sentence captures the spirit of Hanoi’s
recent policies towards ASEAN. In other words, Vietnam considers ASEAN as a critical platform
(“a forest”) for member countries (“many trees”), including Hanoi, to reply on. What is more, he
indicates that only when all ASEAN members act together, satisfactory solutions are found. That
belief greatly drives Hanoi to be more and more active in ASEAN’s activities. Vietnam strongly
supports the organization’s vision of being “One Vision, One Identity, One Voice”. The
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importance of making ASEAN more unified has been echoed several times in Vietnam’s solutions
for conflict management, including both cases of the Mekong River and the SCS.
Vietnam has attempted to find a common voice among ASEAN member nations in regard
to both situations of water conflicts. In the context of the Mekong River, Hanoi recognizes the
major objectives of the MRC as maintaining the ecology balance of the river as well as sustainable
use of water resources. Therefore, the country has repeatedly emphasized the ideas of shared duty
among Mekong countries as protecting the overall environment of the river. In order to sustain that
goal, Vietnam suggests other involved countries to reconsider their dam projects which are
believed to cause considerable negative impacts. In the same manner, Vietnam has stressed the
right of conducting navigation as well as economic activities within the EEZ of involved parties,
in response to China’s aggressive actions in the SCS waters. Particularly, Beijing showed its
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assertiveness through its “Nine Dash Line” claim and several attacks towards of the U.S., Vietnam,
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the Philippines and Indonesia while those country’s vessels were conducting their mission of
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navigation or fishing activities in the disputed areas (CSIS, 2020). By mentioning those actions of
Beijing, Hanoi wants to gather all the ASEAN states to voice in one tone, in order to protect the
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regional stability and peaceful environment.

However, ASEAN could not solve all problems. At the moment, ASEAN’s functions do
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not match Vietnam’s expectations for it. There have been no satisfactory solutions for the Mekong
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River issues where riverside nations, such as China and Cambodia, carry on their projects of
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a on the river and riverine communities’
hydropower dams despite bad impacts
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disputes, ASEAN does not succeed in having
voice reacting to China’s claims and
h e na gcommon
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actions. Different member states, due to their national interests of economic advantages with
Beijing, show their unwillingness to consider the conflicts as mutual concerns for the whole
organization. Although ASEAN attains certain achievements in negotiations with China
(completion of DoC, undergoing CoC, discussion through multilateral settings), no legally-binding
documents are placed on the table. Therefore, it is significantly difficult for ASEAN to affect
China’s further moves.
In a nutshell, after completely fitting itself into ASEAN under the identity of a communal
state, Vietnam has been intensively involved with the regional forum. Having sufficient trust in
collective influences of ASEAN, Hanoi expects the organization to be able to settle the disputes
of the Mekong River and the SCS. The country, therefore, becomes disappointed when ASEAN
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fails to do so. Although Proposition 1 and 2 sound conflicting, it is understandable from
constructivists’ perspective. With the changes in Vietnam’s self-identification, while in the same
time recognizing the fact that ASEAN could not address all the issues, in the process of
participating in ASEAN, we could then understand why there are still struggles between Vietnam’s
perception of ASEAN and its actions in making ASEAN one voice and one version.

III.

Conclusion
This thesis aims to answer two questions regarding the changing perspective as well as the

changing role of Vietnam in ASEAN over the period of 2000-2019. On the one hand, it seems that
Vietnam’s expectation on the regional institution and its functions in reality do not match. In other
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its accession to ASEAN in 1995, Vietnam has become more and more active (proposition 2).
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words, ASEAN’s importance to Vietnam has decreased (proposition 1). On the other hand, since
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In order to justify these two propositions, two cases of the Mekong River and the SCS are
chosen to examine. In particular, the shrinking significance of ASEAN to Vietnam is attributed to
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its disappointment towards ASEAN’s ineffectiveness in settling both Mekong River and SCS
issues. In relation to the Mekong River situations, Vietnam hopes other riverine nations to
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riverside communities, including almost 20 million Vietnamese people. However, ASEAN offers
not only little effort in sustainable adevelopment among riverside countries (within the AMBDC)
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but also limited power to prevent memberhstates from building
e n g c h i U dams (within the MRC). As such,
when other nations compete for a race in constructing their dams, Vietnam feels disappointed about
the effectiveness of ASEAN in handling this situation.
Touching the SCS disputes, Vietnam holds a firm attitude toward its sovereignty over the
Spratly and Paracel Islands. Hanoi expects that ASEAN would be a powerful platform to balance
the growing influence of China in the disputed waters; yet ASEAN fails to meet Vietnam’s
expectation. The institution is divided among its member nations in terms of reactions against the
“Nine Dash Line” claims and other activities of China in the SCS. The consensus principle of
ASEAN proves its shortcomings in this case. While Vietnam strongly supports to make the SCS
disputes become a mutual concern for the whole organization, it encounters extensive difficulty in
gaining a common voice within ASEAN, given other countries’ preferences on China’s massive
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financial aids and investments. As a result, Vietnam tries to develop its ties with other great powers
in order to gain more international supports as well as enhance its economic and military
capabilities. Obviously enough, when ASEAN’s work in reality does not meet Hanoi’s expectation,
the significance of the institution has greatly declined. The proposition 1, therefore, is justified.
The proposition 2 is also examined through the above-mentioned case studies. The
activeness of Vietnam in ASEAN has been shown in both the Mekong River issue and the SCS
one. Yet due to its consistent attitude as well as the importance level of the SCS in Vietnam’s
policies, Hanoi has paid more efforts in settling the challenges in the conflicting waters, especially
through multilateral settings of ASEAN. The eagerness of Hanoi in ASEAN has been displayed
through its role as a linking factor for the Association. By continuously stressing the significance
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those challenges in the SCS as mutual concerns. Also, as the disputes pose huge threats to the
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regional peace and stability, Vietnam still insists on solving the conflicts through ASEAN. By

of the rights for freedom of navigation, Vietnam attempts to make other ASEAN members consider
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doing that, Vietnam has ensured the central role of ASEAN in regional dispute management.
Furthermore, Vietnam has actively created more chances for the institution to intensify its relations
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with major players such as the U.S, Japan, Russia, and so forth, which is believed to boost ASEAN
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Although proposition 1 and 2 seem conflicting, it could be understandable from the
Constructivists’ perspectives. At first,
a Vietnam has become an active member of ASEAN due to
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the organization.
Regional peace and stable
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environment for economic development are among ASEAN’s values that Vietnam strongly

advocates. Apart from shared norms, it is of great importance to notify the process of Vietnam’s
self-identification in ASEAN. Over different periods of time, from “an enemy”, “a new-comer” to
“a responsible and active member” in ASEAN, Hanoi’s way of defining its identity accounts for
its changing perceptions and policies toward the 10-nation bloc. In other words, the process of
self-identification of Hanoi shapes its activeness in ASEAN. Given its belief in ASEAN’s
influences and central role in settling regional disputes, Vietnam expects that ASEAN could help
control China’s actions in the SCS, as well as other concerned parties in the Mekong River.
However, when the reality and expectation are not matched, the role of ASEAN to Hanoi starts to
decrease.
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The thesis hopes to contribute to the study of relations between Vietnam and ASEAN,
especially through two selected case studies of the Mekong River and the SCS. While the topic of
the SCS is no longer new in academic journals, little attention has been paid to the Mekong River
concerns. By digging into the case of the Mekong River, this study expects to shed more lights
into this issue. Also, the author’s language capability of a native Vietnamese speaker accounts for
some values of this thesis. Since the goal is to understand Vietnam’s perception towards ASEAN,
it is of high importance to collect and analyze the official documents as well as local media which
are written in Vietnamese language.
Yet the thesis unavoidably has its limitations, which come from the selection of those two
case studies. One might argue that with only two cases to be examined, it provides insufficient

政 治 大
this, the propositions of the thesis may not be true anymore under other circumstances. As such,
立
in order to have further insights into Vietnam- ASEAN relations, further study is suggested to
evidence to draw a conclusion about Vietnam’s changing perception and role in ASEAN. Given
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focus on examining other case studies.
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APPENDICES

Appendix 1
Some of Vietnam’s Strategic Partnerships

Country

Partnership Status

Date Signed

China

Comprehensive- strategic cooperative
partnership

2008

Russia

Comprehensive- strategic partnership

2012 (started with a strategic
partnership in 2001)
2014 (started with a strategic
partnership in 2007)

學

Extensive strategic partnership

2014 (started with a strategic
partnership in 2006)

US

Comprehensive partnership

2013

Thailand

Strategic partnership

‧

Japan

sit

‧ 國

India

政 治 大
Strategic-comprehensive partnership
立
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al

2013
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v

Indonesia

C
Strategic partnershiph

Singapore

Strategic partnership

2013

The Philippines

Strategic partnership

2015

engchi

2013

Note. Adapted from Mechanisms of Vietnam’s Multidirectional Foreign Policy, by Chapman,
2017 (https://doi.org/10.1177/186810341703600202). In the public domain.
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Appendix 2
Vietnam’s Bilateral Trade Agreements (as of December 2019)

Trading Partners

Type of Agreement

Status of Agreement (as of
December 2019)

Chile

Free trade agreement

Signed and in effect

Japan

Economic partnership
agreement

Signed and in effect

South Korea

Free trade agreement

政 治 大

Free trade agreement

Signed and in effect

Regional trade agreement

Under negotiations

n

al

Ch

engchi

sit

er

io

Regional Comprehensive
Economic Partnership -RCEP (16
members)

y

Nat

The Eurasian Customs Union
(Armenia, Belarus, Kazakhstan,
Kyrgyzstan, Russia)

Signed and in effect

‧

‧ 國

立
Regional trade agreement

學

The Comprehensive and
Progressive Agreement for TransPacific Partnership (CPTPP- 11
members)

Signed and in effect

i
n
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v

The European- Vietnam Free
Trade Agreement (EVFTA)

Free trade agreement

Signed but not in effect

Israel

Free trade agreement

Under negotiations

Note. Adapted from ASEAN FTAs: state of play and outlook for ASEAN's regional and global
integration, by Sally, 2013. Updated by the author of this thesis.
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